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Welcome
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review, adapt or buy, we want to hear from you, so please visit our 
website below or please contact your local sales representative for 
more information.

www.routledge.com

Prices are correct at time of going to press and may be subject to change without 
notice. Some titles within this catalogue may not be available in your region.
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Marketing to the PoorDigital Marketing Outreach
Creating ValueThe Future of Marketing Practices

Edited by Ramendra Singh and Tahir A Wani
This book looks at markets in low-income economies and how
they require fundamentally different marketing systems and
strategies. Analyzing the socio-cultural characteristics of these
markets, it offers solutions for businesses to overcome spatial,
institutional, and financial challenges while working in these
contexts. Markets for the poor are characterized by resource
scarcity, weak institutions and low literary rates as well as a strong
presence of cultural and community ties. This book provides an
understanding of these marketplaces, including the consumer’s
wants and aspirations, the relationship of the individual within
the social milieu and their unique cultural contexts.

Routledge India
Market: MARKETING/MANAGEMENT
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 252pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13028-6: £120.00

Edited by Kavita Sharma and Swati Aggarwal, Assistant
Professor, Zakir Husain College, University of Delhi, India.
This book studies the use of digital marketing across the
economic, social, and political sectors of India. It looks at diverse
areas of business and non-business activities involving the use
of digital platforms to augment marketing initiatives and improve
reach, sales, and social media engagement. The volume analyses
various themes including viral marketing, influencer marketing,
webrooming behaviour, online impulse buying, telemedicine,
social media advertising, and app-based cab services.

Routledge India
Market: digital marketing / marketing / business management
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-13750-2: £120.00

Pb: 978-1-032-31829-5: £36.99eBook: 978-1-003-31537-7
eBook: 978-1-003-31156-0* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367137502
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032130286
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Promotional Practices and Perspectives from
Emerging Markets

Disruptive Leadership for Organizations
Strategies & Innovations in a Digitalized Economy

Walter Amedzro St-Hilaire
Aimed as much at the neophyte as at the insider who questions
why IPR Matters in the digital age and the corporates strategies
in the digitalized economy, this book, approaches with
perspicacity the development of disruptive mechanisms for
organizations and the IPR centric leadership. The book is focused
on the organizations and a management systems perspective.
It identifies the technical practices and proposes multi-level
strategies to promote disruptive leadership and encourage
growth.

Routledge India
Market: Business/Management
May 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 450pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20526-7: £120.00

Edited by Sudhir Rana, Assistant Professor, Fortune Institute
of International Business, New Delhi, India, Avinash K
Shrivastava, International Management Institute, Kolkata,
West Bengal, India and Sachin Kumar Raut
Series: Advances in Emerging Markets and Business Operations
This volume explores the dynamic nature of emerging markets,
which constitute a major share of global GDP, with a focus on
the opportunities for growth and the challenges for businesses
in meeting the needs of a diverse set of consumers. With the
objective to ensure sustainable growth, there is a need for
multinationals belonging to and working in emerging economies
to learn best practices and continuously evolve. The book studies
recent trends and developments in promotional practices as

business strategy, sustainability, and innovation across businesses, including retail, textile,
and digital technology.

eBook: 978-1-003-26702-7 Routledge India
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032205267 Market: Business Management / Marketing

September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 292pp
Hb: 978-1-032-26914-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-31558-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032269146

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Robotization and Economic DevelopmentEmerging Trends in Decision Sciences and Business

Operations Siddhartha Mitra, Professor of Economics, Jadavpur University, Kolkata
This book critically examines the sweeping impacts of robotization and the use of artificial
intelligence on employment, per capita income, quality of life, poverty and inequality in

Edited by Avinash K Shrivastava, International Management Institute, Kolkata, West
Bengal, India and Sudhir Rana, Gulf Medical University, Ajman, UAE

developing and developed economies. Offering various insights into the effectiveness,
Series: Advances in Emerging Markets and Business Operations benefits and negative implications of robotization, the book provides a comprehensive
This volume analyses the rising inclusion of new and emerging technologies in business.
It measures the effectiveness and challenges of these tools in various aspects of strategy

picture for policymakers to implement changes that embrace new technologies while
meeting employment needs and development goals.

and decision making within small and big businesses. Businesses in the competitive market Routledge India
must be agile and innovative to drive growth and the inclusion of technology and reliance Market: ROBOTICS / ECONOMICS / DEVELOPMENT STUDIES / LABOUR ECONOMICS / ARTIFICIAL

INTELLIGENCEon data science for decision-making is fraught with its own set of challenges. Through
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 196ppvarious case studies and analysis of trends, the book explores diverse dimensions of decision

science from a micro as well as macro perspective. Hb: 978-0-367-35322-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-35609-5: £36.99

Routledge India eBook: 978-0-429-34061-1
Market: business management / business economics * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367353223
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-032-26919-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-31556-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032269191

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Collective Memory, Identity and the Legacies of
Slavery and Indenture

A Global History of Ginseng
Imperialism, Modernity and Orientalism

Heasim Sul, Yonsei University, South Korea
Sul’s history of the international ginseng trade reveals the cultural
aspects of international capitalism and the impact of this single
commodity on relations between East and West.

Routledge

Edited by Farzana Gounder, Bridget Brereton, Jerome
Egger and Hilde Neus
This interdisciplinary volume bridges the gap between
historiography and the present-day diasporic communities,
which emerged from the slave trade and indenture. Through
case studies from the Caribbean context, the volume
demonstrates how the region’s historical labour mobility remains
central to performances and negotiations of collective memory
and identity.

Please note: T&F does not sell or distribute the Hardback in South
Asia.

RoutledgeMarket: World History
Market: HistoryJuly 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
June 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 252ppHb: 978-1-032-26142-3: £120.00
Hb: 978-1-032-27804-9: £120.00Pb: 978-1-032-26141-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-29418-4eBook: 978-1-003-28669-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032278049* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032261423
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Colonial Globalization and its Effects on South AsiaBoundaries and Borderlands
Eastern Bengal, Sylhet, and Assam, 1874–1971A Century after the 1914 Simla Convention

Ashfaque Hossain
This book investigates the concept of colonial globalization to
show how knowledge, information, technology, capital, and
labour have the potential to move freely across the world. It
studies the experience of globalization ‘from below’, rather than
from the perspective of the British imperial centre. Focusing on
the impact of colonial globalization on the people of Sylhet, East
Bengal, and Assam, the volume seeks to analyse the ‘global’ as
a process in constant negotiation with the ‘local’.

Routledge India

Edited by Alka Acharya, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New
Delhi, India
The Simla Convention of 1914, held between Great Britain, China,
and Tibet, demarcated the border between India and Tibet and
gave birth to the McMahon Line. This volume critically examines
the legacy and relevance of he conference in scholarly discourse
about Tibet and Sino-Indian relations more than a hundred years
later. Rich in archival material and drawing from the authors’
fieldwork in the Himalayan regions, this book analyses muted
voices of the inhabitants of the region to bring into focus the
larger question of the political, economic, religious, ecological
and social life of the Himalayan peoples, which has enormous
implications for both India and China.

Routledge India
Market: History/International Relations
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 326pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18198-1: £120.00

Market: History / Globalization/ Minority Studies
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 220pp
Hb: 978-1-032-32561-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-31565-0

eBook: 978-1-003-27293-9 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032325613
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032181981
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Concubinage, Race and Law in Early Colonial BengalChurchill and India
Bequeathing Intimacy, Servicing the EmpireManipulation or Betrayal?

Ruchika Sharma, University of Delhi, India
This book analyses the domestic relations which British men
came to establish with native Indian women in early colonial
Bengal. It provides a fresh look into the history of imperial
expansion and colonial encounters by studying the large number
of wills left by British men who came in an official or economic
capacity to India. It closely engages with wills, considering them
unique personal records. 

Routledge India

Kishan S Rana
Churchill and India. It is a story where much is known but much
remains concealed. A brilliant orator and a powerful leader,
Winston Churchill stood against the tide of history. But how does
postcolonial history view him? This book studies the
extraordinary connection he had with India. Beginning with the
early years of his career in India when he spent 22 months
between 1896 and 1899 as a subaltern with the 4th Hussars, it
traces his rise as a politician, his years as the Prime Minister of
Great Britain during the Second World War, his profound distrust
of the Indian Independence Movement, and his machinations
in preserving the British Empire’s rule over India. 

Routledge India
Market: History
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 180pp
Hb: 978-1-032-35200-8: £120.00

Market: History / women’s studies / colonialism
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 220pp
Hb: 978-1-032-32282-7: £120.00

Pb: 978-1-032-35496-5: £36.99 eBook: 978-1-003-31518-6
eBook: 978-1-003-32713-4 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032322827
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032352008

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Medieval Panjab in TransitionCultures of Memory in Asia
Authority, Resistance and Spirituality c.1500 – c.1700Dynamics and Forms of Memorialization

Surinder Singh
This book reconstructs the historical transition in the undivided
Panjab during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It shows
that the assertion of Mughal and Afghan suzerainty faced
sustained resistance from local elements. The work relies on
evidence from the Persian chronicles, Mughal newsletters, Sufi
writings, Sikh literature and Punjabi folklore.

Please note: Taylor & Francis does not sell or distribute the
Hardback in South Asia.

Routledge

Edited by Chieh-Hsiang Wu
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Asia
A collection of works by Asian scholars looking at different ways
in which relatively recent traumas have been memorialized in
their various countries, often while the traumas themselves are
ongoing, or the memories of them contested.

The contributors to this book are Asian scholars examining the
memorializing of events in the countries of Asia, including China,
Taiwan, Japan, Korea, Thailand and the Philippines, using local
language sources. They look at a broad range of media of
memorialization, encompassing statues, cemeteries, testimonial
literature, and film among others.

An insightful resource for scholars of memory and cultural studies.
June 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 556ppRoutledge
Hb: 978-1-032-29870-2: £140.00Market: Memory Studies
eBook: 978-1-003-30245-2July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 222pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032298702Hb: 978-1-032-15040-6: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-24225-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032150406
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Northeast India Through the AgesEmpire and Gunpowder
A Transdisciplinary Perspective on Prehistory, History, and Oral HistoryMilitary Industrialisation and Ascendancy of the East India Company

in India, 1757–1856 Edited by Rituparna Bhattacharyya
This volume explores the rich pre-history, history, and oral history
of the North East region of India –– a land-locked region that is
home to over 350 ethnolinguistic communities. Despite its
uniqueness and diversity, little is known to the outside world.
The book studies the vibrant and diverse socio-political and
cultural history of this region through a transdisciplinary
perspective, covering a wide range of topics.

Routledge India

Moumita Chowdhury
Series: War and Society in South Asia
This book focuses on the relation between technology, warfare,
and state in South Asia in the 18th and the 19th centuries. It
explores how gunpowder and artillery played a pivotal role in
the military ascendancy of the East India Company in India.
Drawing on archival records from India and the UK, this volume
makes a significant intervention in our understanding of the rise
of the British Empire in South Asia. It will be of great interest to
scholars and researchers of history, especially military history,
military and strategic studies and South Asian studies.

Routledge India
Market: History / South Asian Studies
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 214pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13269-3: £120.00

Market: History / Anthropology / Archaeology
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 402pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74431-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15781-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367744311eBook: 978-1-003-29799-4

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032132693
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Parties as Governments in Eurasia, 1913–1991Histories, Myths and Decolonial Interventions
Nationalism, Socialism, and DevelopmentA Planetary Resistance

Edited by Ivan Sablin, National Research University Higher
School of Economics, St Petersburg, Russia and Egas Moniz
Bandeira
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Asia
This book examines the political parties which emerged in the
former Ottoman, Qing, Russian, and Habsburg empires and not
only took over government power, but merged with government
itself. It discusses how these parties, disillusioned with previous
constitutional and parliamentary reforms, justified their takeovers
with programs of controlled or supervised economic and social
development, including acting as the mediators between the
various social and ethnic groups in the respective territories.

Edited by Arti Nirmal, BHU, Varanasi and Sayan Dey,
Yonphula Centenary College, Bhutan
This book explores postcolonial myths and histories within
colonially structured narratives which persist and are carried in
culture, language and history in various parts of the world.
Exploring a wide range of themes including the appropriation
and use of language, myths of decolonialization and nationalism
and the colonial influence on systems of academic knowledge,
the book focuses on how these myths reinforce, subvert and
appropriate colonial binaries for the articulation of the
post-colonial self.

Routledge India
RoutledgeMarket: political studies/ sociology/ cultural studies / post colonial studies
Market: Asian history / PoliticsJuly 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 190pp
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 376ppHb: 978-0-367-53456-1: £120.00
Hb: 978-1-032-20733-9: £120.00eBook: 978-1-003-09901-7
eBook: 978-1-003-26497-2* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367534561
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032207339

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Power and Politics at the Colonial Seaside
Leisure in British Hong Kong

Shuk Wah Poon, The Chinese University of Hong Kong,
Hong Kong
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Asia
A study of the complex role of the seaside as a leisure space in
colonial Hong Kong.

British sports served as an instrument of cultural association and
later of cultural change, promoting imperial union and then
post-imperial goodwill.  Poon analyzes the ways in which British
colonists and Chinese leaders, backed by the rhetoric of public
health and nationalism respectively,  transformed the Hong
Kong seaside into a leisure space.

This book will be of great interest to historians with an interest
in leisure and in Empire and Colonialism, as well as historians of Colonial Hong Kong and
Modern China.

Secret Documents of Intelligence Branch on Father 
of The Nation, Bangladesh: Bangabandhu Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman
Volume XII (1967)

Edited by Sheikh Hasina
Series: Secret Documents of Intelligence Branch on Father of
The Nation, Bangladesh
These are the first-ever declassified documents on Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman released by the Bangladesh Government, edited by
Sheikh Hasina, Honorable Prime Minister of Bangladesh. The 14
volume set chronologically elucidate the trajectory of the various
movemnets and  political struggles between 1948 to 1971 that
led to the formation of Bangladesh.

This is the 12th volume that records events for the year 1967.

Routledge
October 2022: 636ppRoutledge
Hb: 978-0-367-47126-2: £140.00Market: History
eBook: 978-1-003-03363-9September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 168pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367471262Hb: 978-0-367-64807-7: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-12638-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367648077
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The History and Philosophy of ScienceScience, Religion and Deep Time
An Indian PerspectiveEdited by Lowell Gustafson, Villanova University, USA, Barry

Rodrigue and David Blanks
This book examines the meaning of religion within the scientific,
evidence-based history of our known past since the big bang.
It connects the scientific approach to natural and social history
with ancient truths of our religious ancestors using new lines of
inquiry, new technologies, new modes of expression, and new
concepts. A singular investigation into the meaning of religion
in the context of the 13.8 billion-year history of our universe, this
book will be indispensable for scholars and students of religious
studies, big history, sociology and social anthropology,
philosophy, and science and technology studies.

Edited by Nandan Bhattacharya
Series: Contemporary Issues in Social Science Research
This book provides an in-depth analysis of the history and evolution of the major disciplines
of science, which include the basic sciences, bioscience, natural sciences and medical
science, with special emphasis on the Indian perspective. It explores the ethical and moral
issues related to social values, along with the controversies that arise in relation to the
discourse of science from the philosophical perspectives. This interdisciplinary work will
be of immense interest to scholars and researchers of philosophy, modern history, sociology
of medicine, physical sciences, bioscience, chemistry, and medical sciences. It will also be
of interest to the general reader.

Routledge India
Market: philosophy / history of science / science and social science / science and humanities
/ social science / South Asia studies / sociology of science
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46311-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-47106-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03344-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367463113
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Routledge India
Market: Big History / Religion / Science / Religion and Philosophy
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 324pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76381-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-18861-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-25665-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367763817

The Santal Rebellion 1855–1856Secret Documents of Intelligence Branch on Father
of The Nation, Bangladesh: Bangabandhu Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman

The Call of Thakur
Peter B. Andersen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
The book presents a new interpretation of the Santal Rebellion, the Hul 1855–1856, drawing
on the colonial sources as well as Santal memories. It offers a critique of postcolonialVolume XI (May - December 1966)

Edited by Sheikh Hasina
Series: Secret Documents of Intelligence Branch on Father of
The Nation, Bangladesh
These are the first-ever declassified documents on Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman released by the Bangladesh Government, edited by
Sheikh Hasina, Honorable Prime Minister of Bangladesh. The 14
volume set chronologically elucidate the trajectory of the various
movemnets and  political struggles between 1948 to 1971 that
led to the formation of Bangladesh.

approaches that overlook specifically tribal perspectives and see the Hul as a class-based
peasant rebellion. The author analyses the Hul and its participants—the Santals and their
opponents, both the colonial administration and the Bengalis.

Routledge India
Market: INDIAN HISTORY / MODERN HISTORY / TRIBAL AND PEASANT STUDIES / SOUTH ASIAN HISTORY
November 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 352pp
Hb: 978-1-032-27346-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-34030-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032273464

This 11th volume holds records for the period May- December 1966.

Routledge
October 2022: 652pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47125-5: £140.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03362-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367471255
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Time, History and Cultural Spaces
Narrative Explorations

Edited by Jayita Sengupta
This book brings together critical essays on time, history and
narrativity and the explorations of these concepts in philosophy,
music, art and literature. The volume provides a comprehensive
introduction to narrative theories as well as philosophical, literary
and cultural discourses on time, memory and the self.

Routledge India
Market: history/ cultural studies/ post colonial studies/ literature
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-28748-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-31153-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032287485

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Tracing the History of Contemporary Taiwan’s
Aboriginal Groups
From the Periphery to the Centre
Su-Chiu Kuo, The Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan
Series: Routledge Studies in the Early History of Asia
Using archaeological evidence, Kuo investigates the prehistories of Austronesian migrants
to Taiwan and their connections to contemporary peoples in Taiwan.
Routledge
Market: Asian Archaeology
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 344pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14832-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24133-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032148328

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Water and Historic Settlements
The Making of a Cultural Landscape

Yaaminey Mubayi
This book explores the manner in which human societies
understood and managed scarce water resources. Focusing on
the arid, rain shadow region of Marathwada, it documents the
panoramic history of this region’s most important resource –
water. It shows how water delineates the establishment of
political authority, marks the intersection of networks of trade
and pilgrimage and is the bearer of identity through community
memories. A nuanced history of water over millennia, this book
will be of great interest to scholars and researchers of
environmental history, historical geography, South Asian studies,
heritage studies and environmental studies.

Routledge India
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72368-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-31514-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367723682
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The Origins of Human RightsQueer Crimes & Criminal Justice
Ancient Indian and Greco-Roman PerspectivesMithilesh Narayan Bhatt

This book based on study concludes with some strong and viable
recommendations, which are requisite to ensure safe and proper
place to LGBT in society, inculcating humane approach in to
laws and criminal justice system. Educations and awareness
programmes through various means and various places can
bring positive changes.

Note: T& F does not sell or distribute the Hardback in India,
Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.

Routledge

R.U.S Prasad, Harvard University, US
This book studies the history of intercultural human rights. It examines the foundational
elements of human rights in the East and the West and provides a comparative analysis of
the independent streams of thought originating from the two different geographic spaces.
It traces the genesis of the idea of human rights back to ancient Indian and Greco-Roman
texts, especially concepts such as the Rigvedic universal moral law, the Upanishadic
narratives, the Romans’ model of governance, the rule of law, and administration of justice.

Routledge India
Market: human rights / political science / ancient history
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 0pp
Hb: 978-1-032-24908-7: £120.00

Market: Aquaculture eBook: 978-1-003-28069-9
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 388pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032249087
Hb: 978-1-032-28307-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-29795-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032283074

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Traditional Communities in IndonesiaRoutledge Readings on Law and Social Justice
Law, Identity, and RecognitionDispossessions, Marginalities, Rights

Lilis Mulyani
Series: Routledge Law in Asia
This book explores the ambiguous legal status of traditional –
adat – communities in Indonesia and their informal, traditional
rights to communal – ulayat – land. It discusses the lack of
recognition of adat communities and their legal rights in the
Indonesian constitution, surveys legal consideration of informal
legal rights both in Indonesia and elsewhere, and examines how
thinking about these issues has evolved over time in Indonesia.

Routledge

Edited by Kalpana Kannabiran, Council for Social
Development, India
Series: Routledge Readings
This book presents some of the finest essays on social justice,
rights and public policy. With a new Introduction, it covers a
range of issues and offers a guide to understanding law and
socio-legal studies in South Asia. It will be essential reading for
those in law, socio-legal studies, legal history, South Asian studies,
human rights, jurisprudence and constitutional studies, gender
studies, history, politics, conflict and peace studies, sociology
and social anthropology. It will also appeal to legal historians
and practitioners of law, and those in public administration,
development studies, environmental studies, migration studies,

cultural studies, labour studies and economics. Market: Southeast Asian Studies / Law
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 216ppRoutledge India
Hb: 978-1-032-31809-7: £120.00Market: Law / Socio-Legal Studies / Legal History / South Asian Studies / Human Rights / Jurisprudence

& Constitutional Studies / Gender Studies / Sociology & Social Anthropology eBook: 978-1-003-31147-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032318097July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 396pp

Hb: 978-1-032-26927-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-29955-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032269276

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Routledge Readings on Law, Development and
Legal Pluralism
Ecology, Families, Governance

Edited by Kalpana Kannabiran, Council for Social
Development, India
Series: Routledge Readings
This book presents some of the finest essays on social justice,
environment, rights and governance. With a new Introduction,
it offers a guide to understanding biodiversity, agro-ecology,
disaster, forest rights, family law, and governance in South Asia.
It will serve as essential reading for those in law, socio-legal
studies, environment studies, social exclusion studies,
development studies, South Asian studies, human rights,
jurisprudence and constitutional studies, gender studies, history,
politics, conflict and peace studies, sociology and social
anthropology. It will also appeal to legal historians and

practitioners of law, environmentalists, and those in public administration.

Routledge India
Market: Law / Socio-Legal Studies / Environmental Studies & Ecology / Social Exclusion Studies /
Development Studies / Legal History / South Asian Studies / Human Rights / Jurisprudence &
Constitutional Studies / Gender Studies / Sociology & Social Anthropology
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 396pp
Hb: 978-1-032-26928-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-29956-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032269283
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Chromosome Woman, Nomad ScientistAsian Sound Cultures
E. K. Janaki Ammal, A Life 1897–1984Voice, Noise, Sound, Technology
Savithri Preetha NairEdited by Iris Haukamp, Christin Hoene and Martyn David Smith
This is the first in-depth and analytical biography of an Asian woman scientist — Edavaleth
Kakkat Janaki Ammal (1897–1984). Using a wide range of archival sources, it presents a

Series: Routledge Contemporary Asia Series
This book examines the meanings, uses, and agency of voice, noise, sound, and sound
technologies across Asia. Challenging us to rethink and reassemble important categories dazzling portrait of the twentieth century through the eyes of a pioneering Indian woman

scientist, who was highly mobile, and a life that intersected with several significant historicalin sound studies, this book will be a vital resource for students and scholars of sound studies,
Asian studies, history, postcolonial studies, and media studies. events. A story spanning over North America, Europe and Asia, this biography is a must-have

for scholars and researchers of science and technology studies, gender studies, especially
Routledge those studying women in the sciences, history, and South Asian studies. It will also be a

delight for the general reader.
Market: Asian Studies, Sound Studies, Ethnomusicology
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 344pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69891-1: £120.00 Routledge India

Market: Biography / History / Science & Technology Studies
November 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 554pp
Hb: 978-1-032-03548-2: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-14377-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367698911

eBook: 978-1-003-26708-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032035482
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Coloniality in Discourse StudiesBarriers to Recovery from ‘Psychosis’
A Radical CritiqueA Peer Investigation of Psychiatric Subjectivation

Edited by Solange Maria de Barros and Viviane Resende
The volume examines the discourse-based critique of coloniality.
It brings together an extensive interdisciplinary dialogue which
reveal what different research fields – such as sociology of
language, social psychology, history, and political science, among
others – have to say about discourse criticism and
de/coloniality. A key reading on decoloniality, critical thinking,
methodologies, ideas, ideologies, language, and critical discourse
analysis, this volume will be of immense interest to scholar and
researchers of language and literature, political science, the social
sciences, and Global South Studies.

Routledge India
Market: Critical Theory / Postcolonial Studies / Language and Literature
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20570-0: £120.00

Prateeksha Sharma, Bright Side Family Counseling Center,
India.
This book inaugurates the field of Mad Studies in the Indian
subcontinent investigating the barriers to recovery from the
perspective of patients and caregivers. Drawing from narratives
of patients, evidence from lived experiences around the globe
and literature on recovery in psychiatry as well as mental health
legislations and policies, it establishes the hitherto silenced voice
of the ’patient’ as having testimonial viability, via an
emancipatory scholarship.

Routledge India
Market: Behavioral Sciences/Mental Health/Mad Studies
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15832-7: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-31513-1eBook: 978-1-003-24880-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032205700* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032158327

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Counterfactualism in the Fine ArtsBlended Learning and MOOCs

Elke Reinhuber, Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore
Series: Routledge Advances in Art and Visual Studies
Counterfactualism has become both a useful and popular tool
in a range of disciplines, including history, psychology and
literature, Elke Reinhuber argues it also has valuable applications
in the Fine Arts and Humanities. A fascination with the path not
taken is a logical consequence of a world saturated with choices.
Reinhuber theorises how this fascination finds shape in
contemporary art forms, especially in photography and film. A
fascinating exploration for scholars and students of Art, Media
and the Humanities, and anybody else with an interest in
counterfactualism more broadly.

A New Generation Education System
Manpreet Singh Manna, Balamurugan Balusamy, Galgotias
Uni., Meenakshi Sharma, Galgotias Uni. and Prithi Samuel,
Rajalakshmi Engineering College, India.
This book presents a framework for integrating blended learning
and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) in the Indian
education system. It argues that blended teaching and learning
is the most suitable approach to education in a post-COVID-19
world. Drawing on case studies used in blended learning
practices around the world, the book provides ample resources
for beginners to improvise the spread of knowledge around
information technology in higher education. It discusses various
concepts such as flip learning in blended learning models and
examines the self-assessment tools and structures it offers to

institutions for building competencies.
Routledge
Market: Visual Arts
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 264pp

Routledge India Hb: 978-0-367-70905-1: £120.00
Market: Education / Education Technology / Digital Education eBook: 978-1-003-14844-9
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 190pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367709051
Hb: 978-1-032-02426-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-31033-6: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-30773-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032024264
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Economics for Middle School Introduction to Sociology

Concepts and TheoriesCurriculum and Pedagogy
Brij Mohan, University of Delhi, India.
This textbook explores the emergence of sociology as a distinct
social science. Focusing on the evolution of social theories,
movements and ideas through history, it analyses the dynamic
relationship between the individual and the larger social forces
around them. The volume examines the definitive aspects of
societies, communities and social groups and their intersections
with culture, political and economic movements, and religious
institutions.

Routledge India

Manju Agarwal, Delhi University, India.
This book discusses the importance of teaching fundamental
economic concepts as part of the middle school social science
curriculum in India. It examines the status of economics in Indian
schools, the issues faced in teaching it at the middle school level,
and emphasizes the need for increasing the economic literacy
of students. It offers valuable recommendations to curriculum
planners and educators to help them bolster economics
education in Indian schools. The author presents an extensive
curriculum framework with the intention of developing
intellectual and social skills in students. 

Routledge India
Market: Sociology / Social Policy / Political Science / Development StudiesMarket: EDUCATION / ECONOMICS
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 402ppJuly 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 244pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04747-8: £120.00Hb: 978-0-367-70654-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-27037-1: £32.99eBook: 978-1-003-15833-2
eBook: 978-1-003-29105-3* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367706548
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032047478

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Literature and TheoryFighting Falsehoods
Contemporary Signposts and Critical SurveysSuspicion, Analysis, and Response

Edited by Sk Sagir Ali, Midnapore College (Autonomous),
West Bengal, India
Literature and Theory is designed to introduce and help scholars
and students to apply key critical theories to literary texts.
Focusing on representative works and authors widely taught
across classrooms in the world — Joyce, Dickinson, Shakespeare,
Beckett, Eliot, Octavia Butler — it distils the different aspects of
understanding and studying literature in an accessible format. It
also examines major modern literary schools of thought,
including structuralism, poststructuralism, myth criticism, queer
theory, feminism, postcolonialism, and deconstruction. This book
will interest scholars and researchers of literary and critical theory,
and culture studies.

Irene Rubin
This book offers the reader tools to recognize, analyze, and fight
back against the fake news, misinformation and disinformation
that comes at us from every corner. A key manual to negotiate
the information age, this book will be essential reading for
students, scholars and professionals of journalism and mass
communication, public policy, politics, and the social sciences.
It will also be an indispensable handbook for the lay reader.

Routledge India
Market: Media and Communication / Critical Thinking
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 202pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15823-5: £120.00

Routledge India
Market: Literary Theory / Culture Studies
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 212pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47193-4: £120.00Pb: 978-1-032-28780-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04394-2eBook: 978-1-003-29847-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367471934* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032158235

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Media Discourse in Contemporary IndiaHumour in Asian Cultures
A Study of Television NewsTradition and Context

Sudeshna Devi
Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia Series
The book examines the historical trajectory of the growth of the
television news and critically analyses the role of private
television news in framing the nature of public discourse in
contemporary India. It offers a simultaneous examination of how
the production, representation and consumption of the
mediatized discourses, shape the nature of public discourse,
and have social-political ramifications for the functioning of
Indian democracy. The book will be of interest to researchers in
sociology, media and communication studies, popular culture
and South Asian Studies.

Edited by Jessica Milner Davis, University of Sydney,
Australia
Series: Routledge Studies on Asia in the World
Using examples from China, Korea, Japan and Indonesia, the
contributors to this book explore the cultural rules for creating
and sharing humour in different Asian culture whilst showing
how forms and conventions that differ from those in the west
can also be seen to possess elements in common. With examples
including Mencian texts, Balinese traditional verbal humour,
Korean workplace humour, and Japanese political cartoons they
engage with a wide range of forms across the four cultures. A
fascinating collection of studies which will be of great interest
to students and scholars of East Asian culture, and those with a

broader interest in humour studies.
Routledge
Market: Asian Media, South Asian Studies
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 260ppRoutledge
Hb: 978-1-032-14066-7: £120.00Market: Asian Studies
eBook: 978-1-003-23220-9June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 336pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032140667Hb: 978-1-032-00916-2: £130.00

eBook: 978-1-003-17637-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032009162
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Science Education
Developing Pedagogical Content Knowledge

Shamin Padalkar, CETE, TISS, Mumbai, India, Mythili
Ramchand, Tata Institute of Social Science, Mumbai, India,
Rafikh Shaikh, CETE, TISS, Mumbai, India and Indira
Vijaysimha
Series: Principles-based Adaptive Teaching
The book presents key perspectives on teaching and learning
of science in India. It offers adaptive expertise to teachers and
educators through a pedagogic content knowledge (PCK)
approach. With cases from Indian science classrooms, exercises
and additional references, it will be useful for students and
teachers of science, science educators, B.Ed. and M.Ed.
programmes for education, secondary and higher secondary
school teachers, curriculum designers and developers of science.

Routledge India
Market: Education / Science Education
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 220pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48592-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49823-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04750-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367485924

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Global Culture of Bullying
Explorations and Recommendations
Carol Castleberry
This book explicates ‘bullying’ as a concept and as a social and cultural phenomenon that
has become a defining reality of the times in which we live. The author begins in the arena
where it is first, and most acutely individually, experienced—in school—and expands to
other institutions and areas of social life—the family, the workplace, and the local, national,
and international spheres, extending of the concept of bullying to the global arena to
uncover the social and institutional root causes of the extreme forms of bullying such as
trafficking, torture, terrorism, and genocide.

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Media Linguistics in South Asia
Language, Culture and Communication
Ali R Fatihi, DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS, ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY
The tone and texture of the language of media have changed considerably due to the 
rapid expansion of media in recent times and advancements in communication 
technologies. This book examines new ways to conduct linguistic explorations into the 
myriad of forms news is being presented and consumed.

Routledge India
Market: LINGUISTICS / MEDIA STUDIES / CULTURAL STUDIES
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 204pp
Hb: 978-1-138-32853-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-32700-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138328532

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Pandemic of Perspectives
Creative Re-imaginings
Edited by Rimple Mehta, Sandali Thakur and Debaroti Chakraborty
This book brings together academics, activists, social work practitioners, poets, and artists 
from different parts of the world during the COVID-19 pandemic to record their visceral 
experiences and reflections. It sheds light on how the pandemic has exposed the inequities 
in society and is shaping social institutions, affecting human relationships, and creating 
new norms with each passing day. A compelling account on our contemporary lives, the 
volume will be of great interest to scholars of sociology and social anthropology, politics, 
art and aesthetics, psychology, literature, health and medical sciences.

Routledge IndiaRoutledge India
Market: Sociology / Politics / Mental Health / Art and Aesthetics / Literature
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02090-7: £120.00

Market: Behavioral Sceince/Psychology/Anthrolopology/Sociology
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 194pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15138-0: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-32052-4 eBook: 978-1-003-30066-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032020907 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032151380

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Routledge Companion to Sinhala Fiction from
Post-War Sri Lanka

Potters without a Wheel
Ethnography of the Mritshilpis in Kolkata

Saswati Bhattacharya, University of Delhi, India
This book is an ethnographic study of clay idol-makers of
Kumartuli in Kolkata, India. Much of the visibility and identity of
Kolkata’s creative culture has been dependent upon the clay
artists of Kumartuli for the last hundred years or so. This book
explores the nature of the carefully constructed identity of these
idol-makers as mritshilpis – or clay artists, who, as opposed to
ordinary potters, work with their hands instead of a wheel. It
looks at how the mritshilpis consciously embrace and expand
their market based on this variation and elevated status as artists
instead of artisans, and studies the embeddedness of this identity
within the commodity markets.

Routledge India

Resistance and Reconfiguration
Edited by Madhubhashini Disanayaka Ratnayake, University
of Sri Jayewardenepura, Nugegoda, Sri Lanka.
This companion presents a critical collection of Sinhala resistance
literature from Sri Lanka. It includes translated short stories and
excerpts from Sinhala novels, written during and after the civil
war in the country. Featuring national award-winning writers,
the selected texts share a common theme of resistance as the
writers write against an exclusivist nationalism that was
propagated through mass media and platforms of party politics
in Sri Lanka during the war.

Routledge IndiaMarket: sociology / social anthropology /political studies /cultural studies /urban sociology
Market: literature / war and peace studies/ cultural studies/ post colonial studies / Sri LankaJune 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 168pp
September 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 470ppHb: 978-1-032-02361-8: £120.00
Hb: 978-0-367-55468-2: £190.00eBook: 978-1-003-29604-1
eBook: 978-1-003-09470-8* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032023618
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367554682
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Women in the Civil ServicesThe Routledge Handbook of Education Technology
Gender and Workplace Identities in India

Trijita Gonsalves, Lady Brabourne College, Kolkata, India
This book explores the personal and professional lives of women
in the Indian Civil Services and analyses the dynamics of gender
and workplace identities for women in government. Based on
first-hand interviews of women civil servants at various levels
and ages, this book presents a narrative of their work conditions,
the degrees of authority they are able to exercise and their
perceptions of themselves—in relation to their children,
husbands, family, male and female colleagues, politicians and
the public at large.

Routledge India
Market: Gender Studies/Public Administration
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 204pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02417-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-19363-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032024172

Santoshi Halder and Sanju Saha
This handbook offers a comprehensive understanding of the use of technology in education. 
With a focus on the development of Education Technology in India, it explores innovative 
strategies as well as challenges in incorporating technology to support learning. The volume 
examines diverse learning approaches such as assistive technology and augmentative and 
alternative communication for learner with disabilities and creating more social and 
accessible environments for learning through collaborative learning (CoLTS), massive open 
online courses (MOOCs), and the use of AI in modern classrooms.

Routledge India
Market: Education/Education Technology/Digital Education
June 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 424pp
Hb: 978-1-032-27196-5: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-29354-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032271965
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Tit-For-Tat Media
The Contentious Bodies and Sex Imagery of Political Activism

Katrien Jacobs
This book examines the visual-sexual turn in social media
discourses in the field of online activism with a particular focus
on the extraordinary protest years of 2018-2020. Covering a
broad spectrum of social media content, from hyper-cute manga
and cartoons to satirical pornography and sexualized
hate-speech, it will be of huge interest to students and scholars
of media and communication studies, political communication,
sexuality and gender studies.

Routledge
Market: Media Studies, Politics, Gender
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 132pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75335-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74041-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-16205-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367753351
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Unattached Women, Able Bodied Men
Partition, Migration and Resettlement in Bengal
Tista Das, Bankura University, India
This book is one of the few gendered histories of the Partition experience in Bengal. Tracing
the afterlife of the Partition in Bengal through the gendered experience of displacement
and resettlement, it analyses the spatial reconfigurations that were brought about.

Drawing heavily on police records, private papers, newspapers and memoirs, this work
enters the realm of personal time in the lives of the migrant and refugee and follows them
to see how the spaces that they inhabited, the city of Calcutta and its suburbs, were
transformed. Itwill be of great interest to scholars and researchers of South Asian history,
migration and diaspora studies, gender studies, and politics.

Routledge India
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 184pp
Hb: 978-1-032-30624-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-32105-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032306247
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Kant and the Problem of MoralityEnvironmental Philosophy and East Asia
Rethinking the Contemporary WorldNature, Time, Responsibility

Edited by Luigi Caranti and Alessandro Pinzani
This book examines the significance of Kant’s moral philosophy
in contemporary philosophical debates. It argues that Kant’s
philosophy can still serve as a guide to navigate the turbulence
of a globalized world in which we are faced by an imprescriptible
social reality wherein moral values and ethical life models are
becoming increasingly unstable. The volume draws on Kantian
ethics to discuss various contemporary issues including
sustainable development, moral enhancement, sexism, and
racism. It also tackles general concepts of practical philosophy
such as lying, the different kinds of moral duties, and the kind
of motivation one needs for doing what we consider to be the
right thing.

Edited by Hiroshi Abe, Matthias Fritsch and Mario Wenning
Series: Political Theories in East Asian Context
This book explores the contributions of East Asian traditions,
particularly Buddhism and Daoism, to environmental philosophy
in dialogue with European philosophy. It critically examines the
conceptions of human responsibility toward nature and across
time presented within these traditions. Presenting a critical
re-evaluation of human relationships to the natural world in
dialogue with East Asian traditions, this will be a valuable
resource for students and scholars of Philosophy, Environmental
Studies and Asian Studies.

Routledge India
Market: Philosophy
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 178pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46125-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04312-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367461256
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Kant and the Problem of Politics
Rethinking the Contemporary World

Routledge
Market: Philosophy, Environmental Studies, Asian Studies
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 202pp
Hb: 978-1-032-10780-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21730-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032107806

J. Krishnamurti
Educator for Peace

Edited by Luigi Caranti and Alessandro Pinzani
This book examines the significance of Kant’s political philosophy
in the context of contemporary philosophical and political
debates. In the last few decades, Kantian specialists have
increasingly manifested a purely exegetic and philological
interest in Kant’s oeuvre, while contemporary philosophers and
scientists tend to use Kant with scant hermeneutical care, thus
misrepresenting or misunderstanding his positions. This volume
countervails these tendencies by focusing more on specific
themes of contemporary relevance in Kant’s writings.

Routledge India
Market: PHILOSOPHY / EPISTEMOLOGY / POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 196pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47157-6: £120.00

Meenakshi Thapan
Series: Peacemakers
This volume provides an understanding of J. Krishnamurti’s life
and his views on the human predicament in a disintegrating
world, marked by conflict, divisions, wars, and climate change.
It examines his educational thought and its enormous potential
for change. Through talks and writings spread over many
decades and geographical locations, he articulated an
unconditioned, reflective approach which emphasized
self-inquiry.

An introspective look at the life and legacy of an eminent 20th
century thinker, this will be of great interest to students and
researchers of philosophy, education, religion and spirituality,

South Asia studies, modern history, and the social sciences.

Routledge India
Market: Philosophy / Education / Biography
June 2022: 5.06 x 7.81: 130pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02219-2: £84.99

eBook: 978-1-003-03383-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367471576

Pb: 978-1-032-26970-2: £16.99
eBook: 978-1-003-29073-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032022192
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Mapping Scientific MethodKant and the Problem of Knowledge
Disciplinary NarrationsRethinking the Contemporary World

Edited by Gita Chadha and Renny Thomas
Series: Science and Technology Studies
This volume explores how the scientific method enters and
determines the dominant methodologies of various modern
academic disciplines. It highlights the ways in which practitioners
from different disciplinary backgrounds –– the humanities, the
natural sciences, and the social sciences –– engage with the
scientific method in their own disciplines. The book maps the
discourse (within each of the disciplines) that critiques the
scientific method, from different social locations, in order to
argue for more complex and nuanced approaches in
methodology. 

Edited by Luigi Caranti and Alessandro Pinzani
This book examines Kant’s contributions to the theory of
knowledge and studies how his writings can be applied to
address contemporary epistemological issues. The volume delves
into the Kantian ideas of transcendental idealism, space,
naturalism, epistemic normativity, communication, and
systematic unity. The essays in the volume study Kant’s theories
from a fresh perspective and offer new arguments for assenting
that knowledge cannot account for itself without acknowledging
the fundamental role of the cognitive subject. In doing so, they
suggest that we reconsider Kant’s views as a powerful alternative
to naturalism.

Routledge India Routledge India
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 360pp
Hb: 978-1-032-27352-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-29890-8

Market: Philosophy
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 166pp
Hb: 978-0-367-90316-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-05074-2 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032273525
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367903169
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Behavioural Public Policy in AustraliaActivism and Authoritarian Governance in Asia
How an Idea Became PracticeEdited by Amy Barrow, Macquarie University, Australia and Sara Fuller

Series: Politics in Asia Sarah Ball, University of Melbourne, Australia
This interdisciplinary book offers a new analysis of the concepts, spaces and practices of
activism that emerge under diverse authoritarian modes of governance in Asia. Through

Series: Public Administration and Public Policy

in-depth case studies, the book offers new scholarly insights that highlight the ways in
which activism emerges and is contested across Asia. As such, it will be of interest to
students and scholars of Asian politics, law and sociology.

Routledge
Market: Politics, Asian Poltics, Law
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15209-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24310-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032152097
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Authoritarianism and Civil Society in Asia

Using rich ethnographic data and first-hand experience, Ball presents a detailed account 
of Australia’s attempts to incorporate behavioural insights into its public policy. An essential 
read for practitioners and scholars of policymaking, especially in Australia.

Routledge
Market: Public Policy
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-26971-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-29074-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032269719
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Caste Matters in Public Policy

Edited by Anthony J. Spires and Akihiro Ogawa, University
of Melbourne, Australia
Series: Routledge Contemporary Asia Series
This book represents a pioneering interdisciplinary effort to
analyse Asian civil society under authoritarianism, a regime type
that is re-appearing or deepening after several decades of
increased political liberalisation. Contributing to our
understanding of the tensions, dynamics, and potentialities that
animate state-society relations in authoritarian regimes, this will
be essential reading for students and scholars of civil society,
authoritarianism, and Asian politics more generally.

Edited by Rahul Choragudi, Institute of Public Policy,
National Law School of India University, Bengaluru, India.,
Sony Pellissery and N. Jayaram, N. Jayaram, Visiting
Professor, National Law School of India University, Bengaluru,
India.
 This book critically engages with the changing notions of caste
and its intersection with public policy in India. It discusses key
issues such as social security, internal reservation, the idea of
Most Backward Classes, caste issues among non-Hindu religious
communities, caste in census, caste in market, and service castes
and urban planning. Drawing on in-depth case studies from
states including Andhra Pradesh, Delhi, Karnataka, Punjab, Tamil
Nadu, Telangana, and West Bengal, the volume explores the

cyclical process of how caste drives policies, and how policies in turn shape the reality of
caste in India. 

Routledge India
Market: political science / sociology / public policy / exclusion studies
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 230pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54452-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-61267-2: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-10491-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367544522
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Civil Disobedience from Nepal to Norway
Traditions, Extensions, and Civility
Edited by Tapio Nykänen, Tiina Seppälä and Petri Koikkalainen
Series: Ethics, Human Rights and Global Political Thought
This volume explores the shifts in how civil disobedience has come to be theorized, defined,
understood and practiced in contemporary politics. How civil disobedience operates has
changed over the years, and this volume unpacks its many contemporary lives. Bringing
together innovative and instropective perspectives on people and protests in contemporary
political contexts, this volume will be of great interest to scholars and philosophers of
political science, international relations theory, political philosophy, peace and conflict
studies, sociology, and cultural studies.

Routledge India
Market: POLITICAL SCIENCE / INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS THEORY / POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
/ PEACE AND CONFLICT STUDIES
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, Socioogy, Civil Society
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18885-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25680-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032188850
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Bangladesh’s Quest for Inclusive Development
Challenges and Pathways
Mustafa K. Mujeri and Neaz Mujeri
Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia Series
The book provides a comprehensive conceptual understanding covering major challenges 
and pathways to progressively promote inclusive development in Bangladesh. A valuable 
contribution to the study of Bangladesh's changing dynamics of political, economic and 
social configurations and development economics, the book will be of interest to researchers 
in the fields of Economics, Asian Studies and Development Studies.

Routledge
Market: Asian Development, South Asia
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-30275-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-30429-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032302751

Hb: 978-1-032-01300-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-34086-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-32049-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032013008
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Federation of Himalayan KingdomsCollective Action
Looking for Greater NepalTribes, Empires, Nations, and Protest Movements

Awadhesh C. Sinha
Series: Nepal and Himalayan Studies
This book traces the history and politics of the Greater Nepal
movement. It looks at major events in modern South Asia, in
and around the eastern Himalaya region in particular —
colonialism, Independence and Partition, the Chinese aggression
in Tibet, formation of Bangladesh and the merger of Sikkim with
India, among others — which deeply affected the nature of
democratic movements in Nepal. The volume will of great
interest to scholars and researchers of international relations,
modern history, sociology and social anthropology, politics,
South Asian studies, area studies, especially Nepal and Himalayan
studies, as well as policy makers and government think tanks.

Bill Jordan
Every size and type of human collective involves co-operation
among members and competition with other groups. The two
most recent trends in human relations - individualism and
economic globalisation - have contributed to authoritarianism
in politics and inequality among citizens. This book analyses
how collective action might offset the most destructive
consequences for well-being of these two tendencies. Engaging,
accessible and transdisciplinary, this book will be of great interest
to scholars and researchers of politics and public policy,
sociology, social psychology, social policy, and social work, as
well as political philosophy, political economy, and migration
studies.

Routledge India
Market: Politics / Sociology / Public Policy
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 146pp
Hb: 978-1-032-26852-1: £120.00

Routledge India
Market: History / Politics / South Asian Studies / Himalayan Studies
October 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 260pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09056-9: £115.00

Pb: 978-1-032-30887-6: £34.99 eBook: 978-0-429-40018-6
eBook: 978-1-003-30713-6 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138090569
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032268521
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Frontline Workers and Women as Warriors in the
Covid-19 Pandemic

Debating Bioethics
Sreekumar Nellickappilly, Professor, Department of
Humanities and Social sciences, IIT Madras, Chennai.
This book studies the critical issues that dominate contemporary
discourse on biomedical ethics. It brings together various
debates highlighting the historical, philosophical, scientific, and
technological perspectives involved in modern medicine in
different societies, with a focus on contemporary medicine in
India. The author traces the transition from traditional to modern
bioethics and examines important bioethical frameworks to deal
with moral dilemmas and challenges. He also contemplates the
future of bioethics with an emphasis on regulation in practice
to prevent repression and exploitation in medicine.

Routledge India

Edited by R. C. Sobti and Vipin Sobti
The Covid-19 Pandemic disrupted lives across borders and created unprecedented pressures
on the health and medical infrastructure. Frontline workers were at the forefront in handling
efforts to curb its devastating effects on people’s lives. This volume looks at various
challenges frontline workers and women, working tirelessly both in the privacy of homes
as well as professionals in public spaces faced and their immense contribution to managing
the pandemic.

Routledge India
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-34599-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-32451-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032345994

Market: Bioethics / Philisophy / Ethics/ Political Philosophy
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 230pp
Hb: 978-0-367-14567-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-31269-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367145675
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Future of CitiesDemocratic Despotism
Planning, Infrastructure, and DevelopmentPolitics of Primitive Accumulation in India

Edited by Ashok Kumar, School of Planning and
Architecture, New Delhi, India and D.S. Meshram, Institute
of Town Planners, India
Series: Towards Sustainable Futures
This book critically analyses the existing condition of cities in
developing countries with special reference to planning and
infrastructure networks in India. It provides an overview of the
nature of opportunities presented by cities; major challenges
that cities would face in future; and codifies the ways and means
to transcend the challenges of contemporary urban growth and
quality of urbanisation. It will be useful to scholars and
researchers of urban studies, urban and city planning,
development studies, sociology, public policy and administration,

Swagato Sarkar
This book explores the history of forced land acquisition and
transformation of power in the Fifth Schedule areas in India. It
examines the contradictory imperatives of extractive capitalism
and primitive accumulation, on the one hand, and autonomy
and devolution of power to local communities, on the other.
Drawing from an analysis of public policy debates, land
acquisition acts, and political and developmental interventions,
the volume critically looks at the relationship between capitalism,
dispossession, and democracy.

Routledge India
Market: POLITICAL SCIENCE / GOVERNANCE political sociology, anthropology, architecture, geography, economics, as well as to

professionals, planners, policymaker and NGOs.July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 188pp
Hb: 978-1-032-30516-5: £120.00

Routledge IndiaeBook: 978-1-003-30786-0
Market: Urban Studies / Urban Planning / Development Studies / Urban Sociology / Public Policy &
Administration / Political Sociology / City Studies / Geography / Architecture / Economics

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032305165

June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 282pp
Hb: 978-0-367-14243-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-28299-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-29621-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367142438
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Great Power Strategies - The United States, China
and Japan

Gender and Security in Digital Space
Navigating Access, Harassment, and Disinformation

Edited by Gulizar Haciyakupoglu and Yasmine Wong
Practitioners and scholars discuss the range of ways in which
the range of security challenges presented by cyberspace are
gendered. A must-read for students and practitioners concerned
about the problems of gendered security concerns in digital
space, and looking for solutions.

Routledge

Quansheng Zhao, American University, Washington DC,
USA
Series: China Policy Series
This book provides a comparative study of the strategies of great
powers in the Asia-Pacific, namely, the United States, China and
Japan. It examines the evolution of each power’s strategic
thinking and analyzes the three powers’ respective foreign
policies and internal debates in the policymaking process. It
analyzes the three countries’ conflict and cooperation from past
to the present. It stresses the importance of the interactions
between internal and external factors in the policymaking
process, and emphasises the great significance of these
interactions for international relations theory.

Market: Politics
RoutledgeOctober 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 184pp
Market: Asian Studies / International RelationsHb: 978-1-032-19959-7: £120.00
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 328ppPb: 978-1-032-19958-0: £34.99
Hb: 978-1-032-28785-0: £125.00eBook: 978-1-003-26160-5
eBook: 978-1-003-29850-2* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032199597
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032287850
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How Rich Should the 1% Be?Geo-Politics in Northeast Asia
Proportional Justice and Economic InequalityEdited by Akihiro Iwashita, Hokkaido University, Japan,

Yong-Chool Ha, Korean Foundation Professor, Jackson
School of International Studies, University of Washington
and Edward Boyle, Associate Professor, International
Research Center for Japanese Studies
Series: Politics in Asia
Written by Japan-based scholars, the chapters in this book take
a critical approach to understanding the impact of geo-politics
on this strategically critical region.

Routledge

Nunzio Alì, University of Catania, Italy
This volume explores how excessive economic inequality gives the best-off considerably
more political influence than average citizens, thereby violating political equality. It argues
that the gap between the best-off and the worst-off should not be reduced because it is
good, but as an inescapable instrument to protect citizens from the risk of material
domination. A thoughtful investigation on the interdependencies of money and justice
and their influence our socio-political systems, this volume will be of great interest to
students and researchers of political theory, political philosophy, economics and
development, economics theory and philosophy, and social policy.

Routledge India
Market: Political Philosophy / Economics and Development / Social Policy
November 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 188pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75698-7: £120.00Market: Asian Politics
Pb: 978-1-032-03864-3: £34.99August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 264pp
eBook: 978-1-003-18942-8Hb: 978-1-032-26380-9: £120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367756987eBook: 978-1-003-28803-9

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032263809
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India-Japan-ASEAN TriangularityGreat Power Competition and Order Building in the

Indo-Pacific Emergence of a Possible Indo-Pacific Axis?
Edited by Jagannath P. Panda, Institute for Security and
Development Policy (ISDP), Stockholm, Sweden and
Yokosuka Council of Asia-Pacific Studies, Japan
Series: Routledge Studies on Think Asia
This book focuses on the scope, potential and future of the
India-Japan-Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
trilateral. A novel assessment of the post-pandemic economic
and political balancing and restructuring, this book will be of
interest to Asian politics, international relations, strategic studies,
regional organizations in Asia and think tanks specializing in
foreign policy, security studies, international trade and
economics.

Towards a New Indo-Pacific Equilibrium
Frederick Kliem
Series: The Routledge Indo Pacific Security series
Analysing why the great powers are increasingly at loggerheads,
the manifold risks this entails, and how the various stakeholders
in the Indo-Pacific can find a durable regional order more
constructive than confrontational, the book, avoiding theory,
proposes a new equilibrium based on practical ways to manage
burgeoning conflict and maintain order and stability by
compartmentalising problems and challenges while seeking to
maintain a balance among stakeholder interests.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, International Relations
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp

Market: Asian Studies / International Relations Hb: 978-1-032-07507-5: £120.00
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 228pp eBook: 978-1-003-21676-6
Hb: 978-0-367-27971-4: £120.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032075075
eBook: 978-0-429-33154-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367279714
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Machiavelli in Northeast AsiaInside Afghanistan
Edited by Jun-Hyeok KwakPolitical Networks, Informal Order, and State Disruption
Series: Political Theories in East Asian ContextTimor Sharan

Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia Series
This book maps out how political networks and centres of power,
engaged in patronage, corruption, and illegality, effectively
constituted the Afghan state, often with the complicity of the
U.S.-led military intervention and the internationally-directed
state-building project. It argues that politics and statehood in
Afghanistan, in particular in the last two decades, including the
ultimate collapse of the government in August 2021, is best
understood in terms of the dynamics of internal political
networks, through which warlords and patronage networks
came to capture and control key sectors within the state and
economy.

Analyzing the multifaceted receptions of Machiavelli from early modernity to the present
history of Northeast Asia, this book explores a better East-West dialogue through which
Machiavelli’s political philosophy can be appropriated properly in Northeast Asian practices.
This book will be attractive to scholars in political philosophy, history, political theory,
comparative philosophy, and area studies focused on East Asia, as well as scholars working
in the field of comparative literature.

Routledge
Market: Political Philosphy, Asian History, Political Theory
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-25691-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-28459-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032256917

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies / Politics
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 376pp
Hb: 978-1-138-28015-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16161-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138280151
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Multilateralism in the Indo-PacificLearning without Burden
Conceptual and Operational ChallengesWhere are We a Quarter Century after the Yash Pal Committee Report

Edited by Swaran Singh and Reena Marwah
Series: Routledge Studies on Think Asia
This book focuses on emerging new multilateralism in the
Indo-Pacific and offers a useful analysis of various existing and
evolving formulations and alignments in the region.
Comprehensive in analysis and approach, the book will be of
interest to scholars of Political Science, Foreign Policy, Security
Studies, International Relations, International Political Economy
and Area Studies, including Asian, East Asian or Indo-Pacific
Studies.

Routledge

Edited by Mythili Ramchand, Tata Institute of Social Science,
Mumbai, India, Ritesh Khunyakari and Arindam Bose,
Associate Professor at the Centre for Education Innovation
and Action Research (CEIAR), TISS, Mumbai, India
This book looks at education reforms, planning and policy
through an exploration of the Yash Pal Committee Report (1993)
in India, which made recommendations to improve the quality
of learning while reducing cognitive burden on students. It
analyses the wide-ranging impact the Report had on curriculum,
pedagogy, teacher education reforms and the national policy
on education. The book reviews contemporary developments
in research on learning in diverse disciplines and languages
through the lens of the recommendations made by the Learning

without Burden report while engaging with challenges and systemic issues which limit
inclusivity and access to quality education.

Market: Asian Politics, International Relations
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-032-24469-3: £120.00Routledge India
eBook: 978-1-003-27871-9Market: EDUCATION / SOCIOLOGY / ASIAN STUDIES
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032244693July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 484pp

Hb: 978-0-367-48709-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04605-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367487096
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Myanmar’s Peace Process and the Role of Middle
Power States

Locating BRICS in the Global Order
Perspectives from the Global South

Edited by Rajan Kumar, Jawaharlal Nehru University, India.,
Meeta Keswani Mehra, Jawaharlal Nehru University, India.,
G. Venkat Raman, IIM Indore, India. and Meenakshi
Sundriyal, Jawaharlal Nehru University, India.
BRICS is conceivably the most formidable organisation to have
emerged in the post-Cold War period in the non-Western world.
This book highlights the significance of BRICS in a wider global
context and foregrounds the long pending demand for the
reform of global governance institutions.

Routledge India
Market: International Politics / Business and Economics / International Relations
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64308-9: £120.00

Chiraag Roy
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series
This book explores middle power engagement in peace
processes through the cases of Australian, Japanese and
Norwegian engagement in Myanmar’s peace process, a core
event in Myanmar’s contemporary recent political history. A
timely addition as Myanmar continues to grapple with its own
future, the book is located within the fields of International
Relations and Development Studies. It will be of interest to
researchers studying Asian Studies, Peace and Conflict Studies
and Myanmar Politics.

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, International Relations, Development Studies
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 162pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15713-9: £120.00

Pb: 978-0-367-70808-5: £39.99 eBook: 978-1-003-24550-6
eBook: 978-1-003-14807-4 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032157139
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367643089
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Nuclear Governance in the Asia-PacificNew Democracy and Autocratization in Asia

Edited by Mely Caballero-Anthony and Julius Cesar I.
Trajano
Series: Politics in Asia
The contributors to this book explore approaches to building a
framework for nuclear governance in the Indo-Pacific – including
ASEAN – encompassing nuclear safety, security, and
non-proliferation.

Routledge

Edited by Kuyoun Chung and Wonbin Cho
Series: Routledge Studies on Think Asia
This book examines the quality of democracies in Asia and
determines why current democracies — especially during the
so-called "new normal" era following the 2008 financial crisis —
have become less stable and less resilient to increasing
authoritarianism. A novel contribution on the state of democracy
in Asia written by experts from the region, this book will be of
interest to academics in the field of political science, especially
comparative politics and international relations, regional study
of East and Southeast Asia, sociology, public policy, economics,
and social science methods. Also, this book will appeal to
think-tanks and policy-oriented researchers.

Market: Asian PoliticsRoutledge
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 184ppMarket: Asian Studies, Asian Politics
Hb: 978-1-032-13067-5: £120.00August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
eBook: 978-1-003-22748-9Hb: 978-1-032-22069-7: £125.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032130675eBook: 978-1-003-27105-5

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032220697
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Oceanic StrategyNew Great Game in the Indo-Pacific
India and Other Powers in the Indian OceanRediscovering India’s Pragmatism and Paradoxes
Vidhan Pathak, Associate Professor, Department of African Studies, University of
Delhi, India and Raghvendra Kumar

Bawa Singh, Central University of Punjab, Bathinda, Aslam
Khan, Bahir Dar University, Bahir Dar, Ethiopia, Parvaiz
Ahmad Thoker and Mansoor Ahmad Lone
This book looks at the emerging power dynamics in the
Indo-Pacific region and locates India and its interests within the
overarching geostrategic framework. With US and China
emerging as leading players within the region, the book analyses
the challenges to India’s foreign policy in the face of new
alliances, counter-alliances, and great power equations that have
formed after the Cold War. 

Routledge India

Oceanic strategy has become the necessary precursor for attaining global power status in
world politics. Towards this end, the major attention is now on the Indian Ocean region,
which has become the theatre of great geopolitical games with key stakeholders like India,
China, US, Russia, UK, France, Japan, and Australia, developing their own strategies and
counter-strategies focussed in attaining tactical command in the region.
Routledge India
Market: International politics / strategic studies / defence studies / foreign policy
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01317-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-29932-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032013176

Market: Asia Pacific Studies / International Relations / Geopolitics / Political Studies
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 250pp
Hb: 978-0-367-44341-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03011-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367443412
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Pakistan's Foreign PolicyNGOs and Civil Society in Thailand
Contemporary Developments and DynamicsMetagovernance and the Politics of NGO Funding

Edited by Ghulam Ali
Series: Routledge Studies in South Asian Politics
This book analyses Pakistan’s foreign policy and external relations
with a focus on contemporary developments, including the
impact of the new government of Prime Minister Imran Khan,
the powerful military and the ‘middle power’ status. Structured
in two parts – Foundation and Operationalization – the book
provides a broad overview of Pakistan’s foreign policy and
addresses specific foreign policy choices.

Routledge

Theerapat Ungsuchaval, Mahidol University, Thailand
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series

NGOs and Civil Society in Thailand critically examines the relationships of civil society to
nongovernmental organisations in Thailand, and examines the ‘NGOisation’ of civil society,
how NGOs are funded and governed, and in what way the NGOs has been shaped to work
with the funder. A novel contribution to the study of NGOs and the state, the book also
addresses NGO transformation, politics, and governance. It will be of interest to academics
working on Asian Politics, civil society, public policy and public management.
Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, Southeast Asian Politics
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75230-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16600-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367752309

Market: Asian Politics, South Asia
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16905-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25092-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032169057
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Presidentialism and Democracy in East and
Southeast Asia

Pakistan's Wars
An Alternative History

Tariq Rahman, Independent Scholar, Pakistan
This book studies the wars Pakistan has fought over the years
with India as well as other non-state actors. Focusing on the first
Kashmir War (1947–48), the wars of 1965 and 1971, and the 1999
Kargil War, it analyses the elite decision-making which lead to
these conflicts and tries to understand how Pakistan got involved
in the first place. It also brings to the fore the experience of
widows, children, common soldiers, displaced civilians, and
villagers living near borders, in the form of interviews, to
understand the subaltern perspective.

Routledge India

Edited by Marco Bünte and Mark R. Thompson, City University of Hong Kong
Series: Routledge/City University of Hong Kong Southeast Asia Series
Presidentialism and Democracy in East and Southeast Asia examines the impact of presidential
systems on democracies by examining three distinct literatures – the perilousness of
competing legitimacies of the executive and legislative branches, issues of institutional
design (particularly regarding semi-presidentialism), and the rise of executive
aggrandizement. This book’s contributions to presidentialism debates will be of interests
to students and scholars of comparative politics while it also offers detailed analysis of the
presidency in these East and Southeast Asian cases.

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, Southeast Asian Politics
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07511-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21182-2Market: Military History/ War and Conflict studies / Political Studies
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032075112June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 382pp

Hb: 978-1-032-15458-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-18459-3: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-003-25464-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032154589
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Privacy in the RepublicPolitics, Ethics and the Self

Andrew Roberts
This book rethinks the idea of privacy. It argues that a satisfactory
account of privacy should not limit itself to identifying why
privacy might be valuable. It also needs to attend to the further
question of how it can be secured in those circumstances in
which it proves to be valuable. Drawing on republican ideas
about the relationship between freedom and self-government,
the book asserts that privacy is valuable because it enables us
to lead non-dominated lives. It prevents others from acquiring
power to interfere in our choices –– to remove options that
would otherwise be available to us, and to manipulate our
decision-making.

Re-reading Gandhi’s Hind Swaraj
Edited by Rajeev Bhargava, The Centre for the Study of
Developing Societies, Delhi, India
This book critically engages with Hind Swaraj and explores the
fascinating and subtle dialogue set up by Gandhi between the
characters of the reader and the editor. With essays from leading
contemporary thinkers on Gandhi, the volume looks at themes
such as Gandhi on epistemic servitude, decolonization and
intercultural translation; his complex critique of modern
civilization, his views on the empire; democracy, citizenship and
violence; the normative structure of Gandhian thought; Gandhi
and the political praxis of educational reconstruction and how
to read this text. 

Routledge India
Market: Political Philosophy / Indian Political Thought / Indian Philosophy / Gandhi Studies
/ Peace Studies
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 370pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45807-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-48859-8: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04318-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367458072
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Routledge India
Market: Politics / Law
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50940-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-52911-6: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-07980-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367509408

Researching Internal MigrationPopular Democracy and the Politics of Caste
S. Irudaya Rajan, IIMAD, India and R. B. Bhagat, International Institute for Population
Sciences, Mumbai, India

Rise of the Other Backward Classes in India
Satendra Kumar, University of Zurich, Switzerland

Researching Internal Migration is a comprehensive guide for researchers and professionals
to study internal migration in developing and underdeveloped economies. This book

This book examines the intersection of caste and politics in North India and highlights its
contribution to the anthropological study of democracy. It argues that the long-term

explains key theoretical concepts related to migration and guides students and researchersprocess of internalization of democracy within the caste body has fundamentally changed
on how to design surveys and the utility of census data. It unravels the complexities ofthe workings of the Indian party system. Drawing on an in-depth ethnographic case study
large datasets and their interpretation and includes techniques for indirect measurement.of the Gujjars, a marginalized caste group in India, the book presents a systematic analysis
Accessibly written, this book will be an essential theoretical and empirical guide forof the political mobilization and culture of political participation of the Other Backward
researchers in development studies, public policy, population studies, human geography,
and migration and diaspora studies.

Classes to understand why and how certain caste groups have been more successful in
politics than others.

Routledge India
Market: Research Methods / Social Sciences / Migration and Diaspora
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 188pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16133-4: £120.00

Routledge India
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 120pp
Hb: 978-1-032-34609-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-32301-3

Pb: 978-1-032-35967-0: £32.99* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032346090
eBook: 978-1-003-32957-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032161334
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SDG11, Sustainable Cities and CommunitiesRiverbank Erosion Hazards and Channel

Morphodynamics Edited by Shyama V. Ramani, UNU-MERIT, France and
Hiroshan Hettiarachchi, U.S.A
Series: Towards Sustainable Futures
This book explores Sustainable Development Goal 11, providing
insights into viable pathways and policy designs for a transition
towards sustainable, inclusive and resilient cities. Through
detailed case studies from cities and settlements, in Europe,
Middle East and Asia, it showcases the dynamic processes
involved in urban transformations. Drawing from these
comparative analyses, the book provides robust frameworks and
tools for better solutions and viable pathways to achieve SDG
targets in diverse urban settings.

A Perspective of Fluvial Geomorphology
Sourav Dey, Darjeeling Government College, West Bengal,
India and Sujit Mandal, Diamond Harbour Women’s
University, West Bengal, India
This book explores fluvial processes and their consequences on
river dynamics in India. It discusses the integration of
geomorphic, hydrologic and socio-economic data with various
policies and decisions regarding sustainable river basin
management. It will be useful to students, teachers, and
researchers of geography, earth sciences, environmental geology,
and environment and disaster management. It will also interest
geographers, civil engineers, hydrologists, geomorphologists,
planners, and other individuals and organizations working on
fluvial processes and riverbank erosion problems globally.

Routledge India
Market: development studies, sustainable deve political economy / political studies / public policy /
UN studies
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 202pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01527-9: £120.00Routledge India
Pb: 978-1-032-07225-8: £36.99Market: Geography/Geomorphology
eBook: 978-1-003-20597-5June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 296pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032015279Hb: 978-1-032-01049-6: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-27668-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032010496
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Slow UrbicideRoutledge Handbook of Asian Transnationalism
A New Materialist Account of Political Violence in PalestineEdited by Ajaya Kumar Sahoo, University of Hyderabad, India

This handbook presents cutting-edge research on Asian transnationalism written by experts
in the areas of migration, diaspora, ethnicity, gender, language, education, politics, media,

Dorota Golańska
The book presents a new materialist understanding of acts of deliberate destruction of the
built environment and, specifically, of the politics of aggressive spatial containment andart, popular culture, and literature from a diverse theoretical and methodological

perspectives. The Routledge Handbook of Asian Transnationalism will be an invaluable regularization of urbanity employed within the conflict in Palestine. Adopting a new
resource for academics, researchers, and students interested in the study of international
migration, Asian diaspora, and transnationalism.

materialist perspective, the book is a searing examination of political violence in our times.
The volume will be of great interest to scholars and researchers of political science,

Routledge international relations, cultural studies, and urban studies. It will also appeal to NGO
professionals and activists across the world.Market: Asian Studies, General Reference

August 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 416pp
Routledge India
Market: Politics / International Relations / Peace and Conflict Studies / Urban Studies
November 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69311-4: £120.00

Hb: 978-0-367-70977-8: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15214-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367709778

eBook: 978-1-003-15768-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367693114
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Strategic Triangles Reshaping International
Relations in East Asia

Science, Technology and the Cultural Cold War in
Asia

Gilbert Rozman, Princeton University, United States of
America
Series: Politics in Asia
Rozman shows how East Asia’s international relations can be
best understood through the lens of triangles, analyzing relations
between the key nations through a series of trilateral
relationships.

Routledge

From Atoms for Peace to Space Flight
Yuka Moriguchi Tsuchiya
Series: The Cold War in Asia
Tsuchiya presents a new insight into the political roles of science
and technology during the Cold War era in Asia. The Cold War
was not only a battle of conflicting ideologies and economic
systems, but also a competition of cultures and lifestyles, and a
battle to win hearts and minds of people in developing countries.

Routledge
Market: International Relations
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 148pp

Market: COLD WAR HISTORY Hb: 978-1-032-28312-8: £120.00
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp Pb: 978-1-032-28313-5: £34.99
Hb: 978-1-032-15328-5: £120.00 eBook: 978-1-003-29625-6
eBook: 978-1-003-24364-9 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032283128
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032153285
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The City SpeaksStrongmen Saviours
Urban Spaces in Indian LiteratureA Political Economy of Populism in India, Turkey, Russia, and Brazil
Edited by Subashish Bhattacharjee and Goutam KarmakarDeepanshu Mohan, Jindal Global University, India and

Abhinav Padmanabhan, Jindal Global University, India
An introduction to rightwing populist movements outside of
the West, looking at four key case studies, their commonalities,
and differences. An essential introduction to the rise of populism
outside the West, for students of international political economy,
and comparative politics.

Routledge

This book studies the significance and representation of the ‘city’ in the writings of Indian
poets, graphic novelists, and dramatists. It demonstrates how cities give birth to social
images, perspectives, and complexities, and explores the ways in which cities and the
characters in Indian literature coexist to form a larger literary framework of interpretations.
Routledge India
Market: Literature / South Asian Studies
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 270pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11082-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-32376-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032110820

Market: Political Science
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-28831-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-28832-1: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-29869-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032288314
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The Impact of the Covid-19 Pandemic on People
and their Lives

Substantive Representation of Women in Asian
Parliaments

Socio-Political and Economic AspectsEdited by Devin K. Joshi and Christian Echle, Director of
Konrad Adenauer Stiftung’s Regional Programme Political
Dialogue Asia, Singapore
Series: Politics in Asia
Combining data from nearly 100 interviews with members of
parliament from ten Asian countries, the contributors to this
book analyse and evaluate the advancement of gender equality
in Asia.

Routledge

Edited by R C Sobti, Vipin Sobti and Monica Aggarwal
This book explores the unparalleled adversities and strain that the Covid-19 pandemic has
caused on the social and economic lives of people. The book allows readers a glimpse into
the experiences of death, loss of livelihood, psychological trauma, restrictions on movement
and social life, shifts in international relations and effects on big and small industries caused
by the pandemic.

Routledge India
Market: Sociology/economics
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-34231-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-33336-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032342313

Market: Asian Politics
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 294pp
Hb: 978-1-032-23148-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-23146-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-27596-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032231488
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The Routledge Handbook of Social Work Field
Education in the Global South

The Changing World of Caste and Hierarchy in
Bengal

Edited by Rajendra Baikady, Shandong University, People’s
Republic of China, Sajid S.M., Varoshini Nadesan, University
of Johannesburg, South Africa. and M. Rezaul Islam,
University of Dhaka, Bangladesh
This handbook provides an authoritative account of social work
field education in the Global South. It presents an overview of
various aspects of theory and practice modules in the social
work curriculum and advances in research in social work field
education in the developing world through in-depth analyses
and global case studies. It will be an essential resource for
scholars and researchers of social work, development studies,
social anthropology, sociology, education, South Asian studies,

Depiction from the Mangalkavyas c. 1700–1931
Sudarshana Bhaumik, University of Calcutta, India.
This book challenges the prevalent assumptions of caste,
hierarchy, and social mobility in pre-colonial and colonial Bengal.
It studies the writings of colonial ethnographers, orientalist
scholars, Christian missionaries, and pre-colonial literary texts
like the Mangalkavya to show how the concept of caste emerged
and argues that the jati order in Bengal was far from being a
rigidly reified structure, but one which had room for spatial and
social mobility. The volume highlights the processes through
which popular myths and beliefs of the lower caste orders of
Bengal were Sanskritised.

Routledge India

and Global South studies. It will also be useful to educators and practitioners of social work
in global institutions of higher studies as also civil society organisations.

RoutledgeMarket: history / Indian history/ social history
Market: SOCIAL WORK / FIELD WORK EDUCATION / RESEARCH METHODOLOGY / SOCIOLOGY & SOCIAL
ANTHROPOLOGY / DEVELOPMENT STUDIES / GLOBAL SOUTH STUDIES

August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 290pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55755-3: £120.00

July 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 454ppeBook: 978-1-003-14618-6
Hb: 978-1-032-13718-6: £190.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367557553
eBook: 978-1-003-27011-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032137186
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Women Who Only Serve ChaiThe Strategic Options of Middle Powers in the

Asia-Pacific Gender Quotas, Reservations and Proxies in India
Brian Turnbull
This book investigates the experiences of women city councilors
in India. It follows the careers of women in Jaipur, Rajasthan,
who were brought into public office through a gender quota
instituted over two decades ago. It reveals how even in office,
women continue to face stigma and normative restrictions
imposed by a society not entirely willing to accept them in a
public and independent position; and how men, technically
blocked by the gender quota from holding office themselves,
continue to exert control and influence over women
officeholders, even sidelining them in many cases as proxies.

Routledge India

Edited by Chien-Wen Kou, National Chengchi University,
Taiwan, Chiung-Chiu Huang and Brian Job
Series: Politics in Asia
This book analyses the responses of middle powers in the
Asia-Pacific toward the contemporary great powers’ rivalry of
the United States and China, through specific cases studies of
South Korea, Australia, Japan, India, Taiwan, and Vietnam.
Providing comprehensive studies of many regional powers in
the Asia-Pacific, this will be a valuable resource for scholars and
students of International Politics, Asian Politics, Asian Studies as
well as policy makers on Asia-Pacific relations.

Routledge
Market: Political Science / Gender Studies / Local GovernmentMarket: Asian Politics, Foreign Policy, International Relations
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 168ppJune 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 278pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19844-6: £120.00Hb: 978-0-367-74159-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-29146-6eBook: 978-1-003-15631-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032198446* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367741594
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Writing in Times of DisplacementTheatre, Margins and Politics
The Existential and Other DiscoursesAn Introduction
Edited by Mbuh Tennu Mbuh, Meera Chakravorty, Jain University, Bangalore, India
and John Clammer, O P Jindal Global University, India

Edited by Arnab Ray, Rabin Mukherjee College, Kolkata,
India and Sibendu Chakraborty, Charuchandra College,
Kolkata, India
This book interrogates the relationship of theatre and the
dialectics of centre and the margins. It looks into the exciting
world of performance to examine how theatre as an art form is
perfectly placed to both perform and critique complex relations
of power, politics and culture. Including a wide range of
performative practices like Dalit theatre, Australian Aboriginal
theatre, Western realism and Yoruba theatre, it explores varied
lived experiences of people, and voices of subversion,
subalternity, resistance and transformation.

Routledge India

This book presents diverse, composite, non-exclusive and non-hierarchical perspectives
on displacement of people as represented in literature. It examines the experiences of
migration as a result of wars, natural disasters, religious strife, loss of livelihoods and shifts
in local and global economies and the vulnerabilities they expose. Bringing together
scholarly insights into literature about displacement and migration from Africa, Europe,
Asia, and the Middle East, the book interrogates the development frames of western
modernity and situates displacement within the discourse of disenfranchisement of citizens
by nation-states.

Routledge India
Market: Migration and Diaspora Studies / Development Studies / Literature
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19849-1: £120.00Market: arts and aesthetics / cultural studies / theatre studies / postcolonial studies / comparative

literature / English literature / gender studies / political sociology eBook: 978-1-003-33323-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032198491October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp

Hb: 978-0-367-71530-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22876-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367715304
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Tribal Development Report
Livelihoods

Edited by Mihir Shah, P.S. Vijayshankar and Bharat Rural
Livelihoods Foundation
This book sheds light on the status of tribal communities in
Central India with respect to livelihoods, agriculture, natural
resources, economy, and migration. Written by noted academics,
thematic experts, and activists, this report by the BRLF brings
together case studies, archival research, and exhaustive data on
key facets of the lives of Adivasis, the various programs meant
for their development, and the policy and systems challenges,
to build a better understanding. Companion to Tribal
Development Report: Human Development and Governance, it will
be of great interest to scholars and researchers of indigenous
studies, development studies, and South Asian studies.

Routledge India
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72472-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17285-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367724726
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Hinduism and Popular Cults in MauritiusBuddhism, Cognitive Science, and the Doctrine of

Selflessness Sacred Religion and Plantation Economy
Suzanne Chazan-Gillig, Institute Research and
Development, France and Pavitranand Ramhota,
Rabindranath Tagore Institute, Mauritius
This book presents an original and comprehensive reading of
the contemporary Mauritian society. It discusses the genesis of
the Mauritian multicultural society; religious and cultural
transformations; the cult of Kalimai; building of social relations
and associations; and the link with sugar plantation economy.
It will be essential for scholars and researchers of religion,
Hinduism, social anthropology, sociology, cultural studies,
diaspora studies, sociology of religion and African studies.

A Revolution in Our Self-Conception
Hugh Nicholson
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Buddhism
This book examines the relationship between Buddhist philosophy and scientific psychology
by focusing on the doctrine of No-self. The hypothesis is that No-self can function as an
instrument of counter-induction, that is, an alternative conceptual scheme that exposes
by contrast the intuitive or "folk" theoretical presuppositions sedimented in our perception
of ourselves and others. A novel contribution to the study of Buddhist Philosophy, the book
will also be of interest to scholars of Buddhist Studies and Asian Religions.

Routledge
Market: Buddhism, Asian Religion
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-30204-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-30389-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032302041
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Devotional Spaces of a Global Saint
Shirdi Sai Baba's Presence

Edited by Smriti Srinivas, University of California, Davis, USA,
Neelima Jeychandran, Pennsylvania State University, USA
and Allen Roberts, UCLA, USA
Series: Routledge Series on the Indian Ocean and Trans-Asia
Devotional Spaces of a Global Saint focuses on the presence
and contemporaneity of Shirdi Sai Baba (d.1918), who has a vast
following in postcolonial South Asia and an ever-growing global
diaspora. Essays consider the saint’s influence on everyday life
and how visual, narrative, textual, sensorial, performative, political,
social, and spatial practices interpenetrate to produce multiple
terrains of devotion. The book expands the boundaries of the
study of Shirdi Sai Baba and makes important contributions to
South Asia Studies, Anthropology, Religious Studies, Global

Routledge India
Market: RELIGION / SOCIOLOGY / ANTHROPOLOGY / HINDUISM / SOUTH ASIAN STUDIES
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20657-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-28703-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-29810-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032206578
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Indian Buddhist Studies on Non-Buddhist Theories
of a Self

James Duerlinger, The University of Iowa, USA
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Buddhism
This book addresses prominent views on the nature of the self 
in Indian philosophical traditions and presents Buddhist critiques 
of those conceptions through translation and commentary. A 
useful contribution to Indian philosophy and global 
philosophy, this book will be of interest to researchers in the 
fields of Philosophy, Religious Studies and Buddhist Studies.

Studies, Urban Studies, Indian Ocean Studies, Inter-Asian Studies, Visual and Media Studies,
and Cultural Geography.

Routledge
Market: South Asian Studies, Asian Religion
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13569-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22990-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032135694
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Face-veiled Women in Contemporary Indonesia

Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, Buddhism
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-032-29930-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-30277-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032299303
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Mauritian Hinduism and Globalisation
Transformation and ReinventionEva F. Nisa

Series: ASAA Women in Asia Series Suzanne Chazan-Gillig, Institute Research and
Development, France and Pavitranand Ramhota,
Rabindranath Tagore Institute, Mauritius
This book presents an original and comprehensive overview of
the transformation of Mauritian Hinduism against the backdrop
of globalisation. It discusses themes such as the cult of Baharia
Puja; the cult of “Camp De Masque”; changes in popular cults;
temples and associative strategies of social integration;
emergence of Hanuman; ritual innovations in politics and
religious and political transformation due to globalisation to
highlight the link between the reinvention of Hinduism and
Mauritian capitalism. It will be essential for scholars and
researchers of religion, Hinduism, social anthropology, sociology,

cultural studies, diaspora studies, sociology of religion and African studies.

This book, based on extensive original research, explores why Muslim women choose to
wear the cadar and what the consequences are. It outlines how these women belong to
two Islamist revivalist movements– the Salafi groups and the Tablighi Jama’at, shows how
the practice of Islam in Indonesia continues to shift over time, and demonstrates that
women are key actors in that process.

Routledge
Market: Religion / Asian Studies
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15946-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24644-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032159461

Routledge India
Market: RELIGION / SOCIOLOGY / ANTHROPOLOGY / HINDUISM / SOUTH ASIAN STUDIES
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20660-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-28705-8: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-29813-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032206608
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The Goddess Re-discovered
Gender and Sexuality in Religious Texts of Medieval Bengal

Saumitra Chakravarty
The book critically analyses questions of gender and sexuality
in the medieval religious texts of Bengal. It analyses the
emergence of religious cults in patriarchal contexts, the
humanisation of the goddess figure as a wife and mother who
is subject to social and ethical codes, and demythologisation of
folk epics. Rich in archival material, this book will be an essential
read for scholars and researchers of gender studies, women’s
studies, literature, medieval history, social history, cultural
anthropology, religious studies, cultural studies, South Asia
studies, and those interested in the history of medieval Bengal.

Routledge India
Market: gender studies / women’s studies / women’s history / literature / medieval history / Indian
history / social history / cultural studies / history
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 144pp
Hb: 978-0-367-72124-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-31081-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367721244
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Religious Authority in South Asia
Generating the Guru
Edited by István Keul, University of Bergen, Norway and Srilata Raman, University 
of Toronto, Canada.
Series: Routledge South Asian Religion Series
This book focuses on genealogies of religious authority in South Asia, examining the figure 
of the guru in narrative texts, polemical tracts, hagiographies, histories, in contemporary 
devotional communities, New Age spiritual movements and global guru organizations. 
The book will be of interest to scholars in the field of South Asian studies, the study of 
religions and cultural studies.

Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, South Asia
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 352pp
Hb: 978-1-032-25930-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-28570-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032259307
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Research in the Islamic Context
Political and Methodological Reflections from South Asia, Indian Ocean,
and the Arab World

Edited by M H Ilias
Series: Routledge Studies in Asian Religion and Philosophy
This book explores some of the political and methodological
directions that collectively lead to the repositioning of Islam in
social science research as both an epistemic/ontological category
and as a method. Chapters by experts in the field explore
research in the Islamic context vis-à-vis these two distinct yet
somehow interrelated frames. The question being raised here
is how Islam as socio-religious notion is related to Islam as a
theoretical/methodological framework.

Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, Research Methods
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15601-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24491-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032156019
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Tantra, Magic, and Vernacular Religions in Monsoon
Asia
Texts, Practices, and Practitioners from the Margins
Edited by Andrea Acri and Paolo Eugenio Rosati
Series: Routledge Studies in Tantric Traditions
This book explores the cross- and trans-cultural dialectic between Tantra and intersecting
magical and shamanic phenomena associated with vernacular religions across Monsoon
Asia. It presents a coherent enquiry and sheds light on practices and practitioners that have
been frequently alienated in the elitist discourse of mainstream Indic religions, and equally
overlooked by modern scholarship and will be of interest to specialist and non-specialist
academic readers, including scholars and students of South Asian religions, mainly Hinduism
and Buddhism, Tantric traditions, Southeast Asian religions, as well as Asian and global folk
religion, shamanism, and magic.

Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, South Asian Studies
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-25128-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-28174-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032251288
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Innovation and Modernization in Contemporary
Russia

A Critical Reader in Central Asian Studies
40 Years of Central Asian Survey

Edited by Rico Isaacs
Series: Central Asian Studies
Central Asian Survey has remained as the premier world-leading
peer-reviewed journal for Central Asian studies for four decades.
To mark the 40th anniversary of the journal, this volume is
intended to be a reader of selected essays from the journal over
the last four decades.

This book will serve as a great resource for researchers and
students of Central Asian history, politics, culture, society and
international relations.

Routledge

Science Towns, Technology Parks and Very Limited Success
Imogen Sophie Kristin Wade
Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe
Series
This book examines how technological modernisation and
innovation policies have been implemented in Russia from the
Soviet era to the present day. It discusses how since about 2000
the Russian state has attempted to address the country’s
excessive dependence on natural resources by implementing
an ambitious programme of economic modernisation, including
giving innovation more policy prominence, boosting state
funding for research and development and innovation, and
emphasising science towns and technology parks as key
instruments for stimulating innovation.

Market: Asian Studies
June 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 220pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06019-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-20033-8 Routledge
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032060194 Market: Russian studies / Innovation

July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 274pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18779-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25620-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032187792
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Jihadism in the Russian-Speaking WorldCommunism, Atheism and the Orthodox Church of

Albania The Genealogy of a Post-Soviet Phenomenon
Danis Garaev
Series: Imperial Transformations – Russian, Soviet and
Post-Soviet History
This book contends that the discourses of jihadism in Russia's
North Caucasus, and their offshoots in other parts of the Russian
Federation, are not just reflections of jihadi ideologies that came
from abroad, rather that post-Soviet jihadism is a phenomenon
best understood when placed in the broader cultural
environment in which it emerged, an environment which
comprises the North Caucasus, the whole of Russia, and beyond.

Routledge

Cooperation, Survival and Suppression, 1945–1967
Artan R. Hoxha
Series: Routledge Religion, Society and Government in Eastern
Europe and the Former Soviet States
This book examines the relations between the Albanian
communist regime and the Albanian Autocephalous Orthodox
Church (AAOC) from 1945, when the communists came to
power, to 1967, when Albania became the only atheistic state
in the world, and religion of all kinds was completely suppressed.
Based on extensive archival research, the book outlines Orthodox
Church life under communism and considers the regime’s
strategies to control, use, and subordinate the Church.

Routledge
Market: Russian studies / Islamic studies
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp

Market: East European studies / Religion Hb: 978-1-032-28844-4: £120.00
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 270pp eBook: 978-1-003-29877-9
Hb: 978-1-032-07568-6: £120.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032288444
eBook: 978-1-003-20772-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032075686
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Qazaq Pastoralists in Western MongoliaDisinformation, Narratives and Memory Politics in

Russia and Belarus Institutional Change, Economic Diversification and Social Stratification
Peter Finke, Peter Finke, Department of Social Anthropology and Cultural Studies,
University of Zurich, Switzerland.

Edited by Agnieszka Legucka and Robert Kupiecki
Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe
Series
This book examines the ways in which Russia and Belarus use
disinformation, "weaponised" historical narratives, and the politics
of memory for domestic and foreign policy purposes, utilising
these factors to justify aggressive foreign policy in defensive
terms and, domestically, for legitimating local ruling elites,
consolidating the states’ propaganda machines, and mobilising
both societies around national power centres.

Routledge

Series: Routledge Series on Economic and Social Transformations in Central and Inner
Asia
This book looks at the universal human requirement to balance individual flexibility and
strategies designed to make a living with the social expectations that impose particular
rules of conduct but also enable mutual trust and cooperation to emerge. The first
longitudinal analysis of the Qazaqs in Mongolia in English and a contribution to
anthropological theories on human adaptability and decision-making, economic and social
inequalities, institutional change and the difficulty of deriving at cooperative solutions, this
book will be a standard work and of interest to academics in the field of Central Asian
Studies, Anthropology, Human Geography and Development Studies.

Routledge
Market: Russian and East European Studies Market: Central Asian Studies, Regional Anthropology
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-032-25110-3: £120.00 Hb: 978-0-367-70085-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-28159-7 eBook: 978-1-003-14869-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032251103 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367700850
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The Social Role of Art and Culture in Central AsiaRussia's Regional Museums

Edited by Aliya de Tiesenhausen, Independent scholar
Series: Central Asian Studies
This collection of multi-disciplinary essays offers a fresh,
perspective on Central Asian art and culture as it gains increased
attention on both the local and international stage. Art and
culture are shown to have active social roles – representing,
analysing, questioning and supporting social upheavals and
change.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of Central Asian Survey

Routledge

Representing and Misrepresenting Knowledge about Nature, History
and Society

Sofia Gavrilova
Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European
Studies
This book presents the results of extensive research into the very
interesting phenomenon of local museums – kraevedschskyi
museums – in Russia’s regions. It outlines how numerous such
museums are, how long they have existed, what they display,
and how this has changed, or not, from Soviet times up to the
present.

Routledge

Market: Asian Studies / Art / Sociology
July 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19584-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25990-9Market: Russian studies / Museum studies
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032195841September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp

Hb: 978-1-032-20731-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26496-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032207315
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Stalin’s Early Cold War Foreign Policy
Southern Neighbours in the Shadow of Moscow, 1945-1947

Jamil Hasanli, Formerly Baku State University and Khazar
University, Azerbaijan
Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe
Series
Hasanli uses a range of newly available archival sources to unveil
key aspects of the Soviet Union’s relations with its southern
neighbour in the immediate aftermath of the Second World
War.

Routledge
Market: COLD WAR HISTORY
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 268pp
Hb: 978-1-032-26973-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-29075-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032269733
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The Nagorno-Karabakh Conflict
Historical and Political Perspectives

Edited by M. Hakan Yavuz, University of Utah, USA and
Michael Gunter
Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe
Series
This book presents a comprehensive overview of the
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, the long-running dispute between
Armenia and Azerbaijan over the Armenian-held enclave within
Azerbaijan. It outlines the historical development of the dispute,
explores the political and social aspects of the conflict, examines
the wars over the territory including the war of 2021 which
resulted in a significant Azeri victory, and discusses the
international dimensions.

Routledge
Market: East European studies / Poltics
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 462pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19856-9: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26120-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032198569
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China’s Provinces Go GlobalA History of Chinese Literature
Internationalization Under Guided AutonomyZhang Longxi, The City University of Hong Kong

Zhang Longxi, an internationally-renowned scholar of
comparative literature is your guide through the three
millennia-long history of Chinese literature from the mythical
age of oracle bones to the present day.

Professor Zhang charts the development of the major literary
forms in Chinese, including poetry, prose, song lyrics and plays
and introducing the most famous writers and texts in the canon.
This is an ideal introduction for students and other readers who
want to get a broad but thorough overview of Chinese literature.

Routledge

Wiebke Antonia Rabe
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
This book provides novel insights into how Chinese provinces
have developed into major sources of China’s outbound
investments. Featuring insights from interviews with scholars,
managers and government officials this will be an invaluable
resource for scholars, students and professionals interested in
International Economics, International trade, Chinese studies
and Asian studies.

Routledge
Market: Chinese Literature
November 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 480pp

Market: Politics, Economics, ChinaHb: 978-0-367-75827-1: £120.00
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208ppPb: 978-0-367-75828-8: £39.99
Hb: 978-1-032-16400-7: £120.00eBook: 978-1-003-16417-3
eBook: 978-1-003-24842-2* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367758271
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032164007
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China's Avant-Garde, 1978–2018Australia’s Relations with China
Edited by Daria Berg and Giorgio StrafellaThe Illusion of Choice, 1972-2022
Series: Media, Culture and Social Change in AsiaDavid Fitzsimmons, Sejong University, South Korea

Drawing on a wealth of interviews with more than fifty key
stakeholders from Australia and China, including five former
Australian Prime Ministers, Fitzsimmons presents a history and
analysis of Australian-Chinese relations since 1972.

Routledge

The book argues that China’s new avant-garde adopt transcultural forms of expression
while challenging the official discourse of Xi Jinping’s regime, which promotes cultural
nationalism and demands that cultural production in China embodies the essence of the
"Chinese nation". The topics range from body art, women’s poetry and boys’ love literature
to Tibetan fiction and ceramic art. The book shows how the avant-garde use the new digital
media to bypass government censorship, transcending China’s virtual frontiers while
breaking new ground for an emerging public sphere.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34357-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-32530-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367343576

Market: International Relations
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-27502-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-27501-7: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-29309-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032275024
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China's Economic and Political Presence in the
Middle East and South Asia

China’s Globalizing Internet
History, Power, and Governance
Edited by Yu Hong, Zhejiang University, China and Eric Harwit, University of Hawaii,
USA

Edited by Mehran Haghirian and Luciano Zaccara
Series: Durham Modern Middle East and Islamic World Series
This book explores a range of key issues connected to China’s
relations with countries in the Middle East and South Asia. It
discusses economic and political connections, and projects
which have arisen as part of China’s Belt and Road Initiative. It
covers both important countries in the Middle East, and also
Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan. It examines current
contentious issues including Iranian sanctions and the war in
Syria, and assesses the roles of other powers such as Russia,
Turkey and Israel insofar as they affect China’s relationships.

Routledge

This book considers the Chinese internet as an ensemble of ideas, ownership, policies, laws,
and interests that intersect with pre-existing global elements and, increasingly, with
deepening globalizing imperatives. It extends traditional inquiry about digital China and
globalization and encourages closer attention to contestation, shifting international order,
transformation of states, and new requirements of global digital capitalism.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the Chinese Journal
of Communication

Routledge
Market: Communication Studies / Asian Studies
September 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 132pp
Hb: 978-1-032-33336-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-31918-4

Market: Chinese studies / Middle East / International relations* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032333366
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21604-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26917-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032216041
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Chinese Regionalism in AsiaChina's Green Consensus
Beyond the Belt-Road InitiativeParticipation, Co-optation, and Legitimation

Edited by Tiang Boon Hoo, Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore and Jared Morgan Mckinney, Air
University, USA
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
Before Covid-19 forced borders to close, supply chains to
contract, and global trade to plunge, globalization was already
under strain. With globalization on the wane, the contributors
argue, regionalism is of increasing importance for trade, peace
and strategic stability. They examine the evolving perspectives
and debates on regionalism within China, and the implications
for the strategic order in Asia. A valuable resource for scholars
of China’s foreign relations, and of Asian regionalism and
strategic order.

Virginie Arantes
Series: Routledge Contemporary Asian Societies
Despite contrasting approaches, democratic and authoritarian
governments all underline the fact that environmental protection
is crucial and inevitable—and China’s enthusiasm in stepping
up its efforts to protect the environment has not gone unnoticed.
This book highlights how the consensual orchestration of
sustainability in China’s biggest city, Shanghai, affects non-state
actors’ ways of perceiving, acting, and organizing around
environmental issues.

This book will be of interest to scholars and students of Chinese
society and politics, environmental politics, political ecology,
international relations and urbanization in Asia.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: International RelationsMarket: Politics, Environment, China
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 160ppSeptember 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 202pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01525-5: £120.00Hb: 978-1-032-13881-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17896-5eBook: 978-1-003-23132-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032015255* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032138817
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Civilization and the Chinese Body PoliticChina's International Communication and

Relationship Building Yongnian Zheng
Series: China Policy Series
In this important and hugely ambitious book, one of the world’s
leading political scientists working on China demonstrates how
Western views of China are flawed because the long tradition
of Western scholarship studying China views China from the
Western philosophical and intellectual perspective rather than
viewing China on its own terms through the lens of China’s own
long established and reputable philosophical and intellectual
tradition.

Routledge

Edited by Xiaoling Zhang and Corey Schultz, University of
Nottingham Ningbo, China
Series: Communicating China
This book provides a comprehensive and up-to-date scholarly
examination of how China builds international relationships
through public diplomacy practices, together with an assessment
of the impact of these practices around the world. It explores
the sources of China's evolving strategies, how the past
influences the present, and the impact of domestic factors that
shape China's communication strategies. Including a wide range
of detailed examples, the book also discusses how far China is
creating new models that will reshape the current landscape of
public diplomacy.

Market: Chinese Studies / Politics
November 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 712pp
Hb: 978-1-032-28792-8: £190.00Routledge
Pb: 978-1-032-28793-5: £39.99Market: Chinese studies / Media / International relations
eBook: 978-1-003-29853-3June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032287928Hb: 978-1-032-18357-2: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-25415-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032183572
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Cultural Pragmatism for US-China RelationsChina-Swiss Relations during the Cold War,

1949–1989 Breaking the Gridlock and Co-creating Our Future
Charles Chao Rong Phua, Chairman of Solaris Consortium,
Singapore
Series: Routledge-Solaris Focus on Strategy, Wisdom and Skill
The Thucydides trap and a US-China face-off is not structurally
inevitable; US-China relations are what the US and China make
of them. Phua focuses on the ability to see ‘US as US’ and ‘China
as China’ to trigger both countries’ cultural tendencies towards
pragmatism. An essential primer for academics, practitioners,
and students of international relations, diplomacy, and Chinese
Culture.

Routledge

Between Soft Power and Propaganda
Cyril Cordoba, Cyril Cordoba is a post-doctoral researcher
teaching at the Department of Contemporary History of the
University of Fribourg and at UniDistance/FernUni,
Switzerland.
Series: Asia, Europe, and Global Connections
During the Cold War, Switzerland functioned as a hub for Chinese
propaganda networks. Focusing on cultural diplomacy and
questioning the notion of soft power, this book explores how
the People’s Republic of China (PRC) developed its influence
and its prestige abroad through its Embassy in Bern, the most
important in Western Europe. Despite its fierce anti-communism,
the Swiss Confederation was one of the first capitalist countries Market: International Relations

to recognise the PRC. As a neutral country and as the home base for many international October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 162pp
organisations, Switzerland represented a strategic centre for the spread of Maoism
throughout the world.

Hb: 978-1-032-27956-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-27957-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-29481-8

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032279565
Market: China / International relations
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 286pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11181-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21875-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032111810
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The Chinese Astronomical Bureau, 1620–1850Routledge Handbook of Chinese Architecture
Lineages, Bureaucracy and Technical ExpertiseSocial Production of Buildings and Spaces in History
Ping-Ying ChangEdited by Jianfei Zhu, Chen Wei and Li Hua

This handbook, representing the collaboration of 41 scholars,
provides a multi-faceted exploration of roughly 6,000 years of
Chinese architecture, from ancient times to the present.
Providing a pioneering combination of ancient and modern
Chinese architecture into one coherent study. This book is a
must-read for scholars, students, and educators of Chinese
Architecture, Architectural History and Theory and the
Architecture of Asia.

Routledge

Series: Needham Research Institute Series
This book offers a new insight into one of the most interesting and long-lived institutions
known to historians of science, the Chinese imperial Astronomical Bureau, which for two
millennia observed, recorded, interpreted and predicted the movements of the celestial
bodies. Presenting a social history of the Qing Astronomical Bureau from the perspective
of hereditary astronomer families, this book will be of interest to scholars and students of
Chinese Imperial history, the history of science and Asian history.

Routledge
Market: Chinese History, History, Science of History and Technology
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43967-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-00825-5Market: Asian Studies, Architecture
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367439675November 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 744pp

Hb: 978-0-415-72922-2: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-315-85111-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415729222
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The Governance of Philanthropic Foundations in
Authoritarian China

Sensing China
Modern Transformations of Sensory Culture

Edited by Shengqing Wu and Xuelei Huang
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
This book presents the first collection of studies of the senses
and sensory experiences in China, filling a gap in sensory research
while offering new approaches to Chinese Studies. Engaging
with the exciting ‘sensory turn’, this original work makes a unique
contribution to the world history of the senses, and will be a
valuable resource to scholars and students of Chinese Literature,
History, Cultural Studies, and Media.

Routledge

A Power Perspective
Qian Wei
Series: Routledge Research on the Politics and Sociology of China
This book is the first monograph to provide a multi-level analysis of power dynamics
underlying the governance of philanthropic foundations in the authoritarian context of
China. This book will be of interest to students and researchers in the fields of sociology,
political science and nonprofit studies (NGO management). It will also be a valuable resource
for NGP practitioners

Routledge
Market: Chinese Politics, Asian Politics, Sociology
November 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-23393-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27703-3

Market: China, Cultural Studies, History * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032233932
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 314pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00877-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17622-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032008776
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The Pulse of China’s Grand StrategyThe China-led Belt and Road Initiative and its

Reflections Jean Kachiga
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
This book identifies and assesses the grand strategy of Chinese
foreign policy following a flurry of diplomatic and investment
activities in recent years. Offering an in-depth exploration of
Chinas grand strategy this book will be of great value to students
and scholars of Chinese politics, international relations, and
diplomacy.

Routledge

The Crisis of Hegemony and Changing Global Orders
Edited by Mehdi Parvizi Amineh
Series: Routledge Series on the Belt and Road Initiative
This book analyzes the origins and the impacts of China’s Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI) on diplomacy, economy (trade,
investment, finance), and security among selected host countries
and regions in Asia, Africa, and the European Union. Featuring
an extensive variety of expert contributors, this study will be an
essential reading for students and scholars of International
Relations and Global Political Economy as well as Chinese politics
and those with an interest in the Belt and Road Initiative more
broadly.

Routledge

Market: Chinese Politics, International Relations, Diplomacy
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 268pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18034-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25486-7Market: Politics, Interantional Relations, China
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032180342July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 314pp

Hb: 978-1-032-18835-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25650-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032188355
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Understanding the China Threat

Lianchao Han and Bradley A. Thayer, University of
Minnesota-Duluth, USA
This book examines the contours of the US-China confrontation
and its future trajectories. It delineates the two major causes of
the friction in Sino-American relations — change in the balance
of power in China’s favor and the conflicting ideologies of the
two states — and emphasizes why it is imperative for the US to
hold on to its ideological principles. It demonstrates the ultimate
and irreconcilable gap in the visions the two competitors have
for international politics, and consequently why conflict —
certainly cold, and very possibly hot — is inevitable.

Routledge India
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11083-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-25507-1: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-28361-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032110837
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US-China-Taiwan in the Age of Trump and Biden
Towards a Nationalist Strategy

Dean P. Chen
Series: Routledge Studies on Comparative Asian Politics
This book explores U.S.-Taiwan-China relations during both the
Trump and Biden administrations, revealing how policy changes
under both presidents have impacted Washington’s
decades-long strategic policy framework for Cross-Strait
Relations. Presenting a comprehensive study of both the Trump
and Biden Administrations approach to Taiwan, this will be a
valuable resource for any scholar or student of U.S. Foreign Policy,
U.S.-Taiwan-China Relations and Cross-Strait Relations.

Routledge
Market: Politics, US Politics, Asian Politics
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-26122-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-28661-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032261225
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The Politics of Public Broadcasting in Britain and
Japan

Diversity and Inclusion in Japan
Issues in Business and Higher Education

Edited by Lailani Alcantara, Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific
University, Japan and Yoshiki Shinohara, Ritsumeikan Asia
Pacific University, Japan
Series: Routledge Studies on the Asia-Pacific Region
Alcantara, Shinohara and their contributors evaluate the current
state of diversity and inclusion (D&I) within business and higher
education in Japan, and the importance of D&I to the growth
of Japan’s economy and the enrichment of its society. An
essential contribution to D&I discourse in the Japanese context,
that will be of great value to scholars of Japanese society and
business, and an important extended case study for those
looking at D&I more widely.

The BBC and NHK Compared
Henry Laurence
Series: Media, Culture and Social Change in Asia
This book explores the remarkably similar national public
broadcasters of Britain and Japan – the BBC and NHK. It considers
the origins of both organisations in the 1920s, highlights how
they have both been major shapers of national life and national
identity in their respective countries, how they have both been
significant innovators of broadcasting technology, and how
both have high reputations for honest and balanced news
reporting.

Routledge
Market: Media studies / Asian studies / Politics
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 244pp
Hb: 978-1-032-31038-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-30775-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032310381

Routledge
Market: Japanese Studies
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-28989-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-29950-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032289892
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Sexual Abuse and Education in Japan
In the (Inter)National Shadows
Robert O'Mochain, Associate Professor, College of International Relations at
Ritsumeikan University, Kyoto, Japan and Yuki Ueno, University Lecturer, University
of Montpellier Paul Valery and the University of Toulouse, France
Series: Routledge Contemporary Japan Series
Bringing together two voices, practice and theory, in a collaboration that emerges from 
lived experience and structured reflection upon that experience, Ueno and O’Mochain 
show how entrenched discursive forces exert immense influence in Japanese society and 
how they might be most effectively challenged. An insightful read for scholars of Japanese 
society, especially those concerned by its treatment of women.
Routledge
Market: Japanese Studies
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-31023-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-30766-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032310237
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The Failure of Political Opposition in Japan
Implications for Democracy and a Vision of the Future

Arthur Stockwin
Series: Nissan Institute/Routledge Japanese Studies
This book explores the party politics and political system of
Japan, which since 1955 has been dominated by the Liberal
Democratic Party (LDP), with a particular focus on the evolution
of LDP governments between the 1990s and 2010s. As an
analysis of opposition party politics in post-war Japan, this book
will be a valuable resource for students and scholars of Political
Science, International Relations, Asian Studies and Japanese
Studies.

Routledge
Market: Politics, Japanese Politics, Japanese Studies
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18547-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-18542-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-25507-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032185477
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Confucian Reform in Chosŏn KoreaConfucian Reform in Chosŏn Korea
Yu Hyŏngwŏn's Pan’gye surok (Volume IV)Yu Hyŏngwŏn's Pan’gye surok (Volume I)
Hyŏngwŏn Yu and Woosung BaeHyŏngwŏn Yu and Woosung Bae

Series: Routledge Advances in Korean Studies
Pan’gye surok (or "Pan’gye’s Random Jottings") was written by the
Korean scholar and social critic Yu Hyŏngwŏn(1622-1673), who
proposed to reform the Joseon dynasty and realise an ideal
Confucian society. It was recognised as a leading work of political
science by Yu’s contemporaries and continues to be a key text
in understanding the intellectual culture of the late Joseon
period.

Routledge

Series: Routledge Advances in Korean Studies
Pan’gye surok (or "Pan’gye’s Random Jottings") was written by the Korean scholar and social
critic Yu Hyŏngwŏn(1622-1673), who proposed to reform the Joseon dynasty and realise
an ideal Confucian society. It was recognised as a leading work of political science by Yu’s
contemporaries and continues to be a key text in understanding the intellectual culture
of the late Joseon period.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 328pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18161-5: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25316-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032181615

Market: Asian Studies
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18155-4: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25313-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032181554
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Confucian Reform in Chosŏn KoreaConfucian Reform in Chosŏn Korea
Yu Hyŏngwŏn's Pan’gye surokYu Hyŏngwŏn's Pan’gye surok (Volume II)
Hyŏngwŏn Yu and Woosung BaeHyŏngwŏn Yu and Woosung Bae

Series: Routledge Advances in Korean Studies
Pan’gyesurok (or "Pan’gye’s Random Jottings") was written by the
Korean scholar and social critic Yu Hyŏngwŏn(1622-1673), who
proposed to reform the Joseon dynasty and realise an ideal
Confucian society. It was recognised as a leading work of political
science by Yu’s contemporaries and continues to be a key text
in understanding the intellectual culture of the late Joseon
period.

Routledge

Series: Routledge Advances in Korean Studies
Pan’gyesurok (or “Pan’gye’s Random Jottings”) was written by the Korean scholar and social
critic Yu Hyŏngwŏn(1622-1673), who proposed to reform the Joseon dynasty and realise
an ideal Confucian society.
Routledge
Market: AsianStudies
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 912pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16969-9: £350.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032169699

Market: Asian Studies
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18156-1: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25314-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032181561
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Contemporary Korea-Southeast Asian RelationsConfucian Reform in Chosŏn Korea
Bilateral and MultilateralYu Hyŏngwŏn's Pan’gye surok (Volume III)

Edited by Lam Peng Er
Series: Routledge Security in Asia Pacific Series
This book presents a comprehensive overview of the relations
between the two Koreas and the different ASEAN states,
including their relations with ASEAN as an organisation. It
outlines a complex picture with both bilateral and multilateral
relations in play at the same time. It charts for each relationship
how the present situation has arisen, discusses current difficulties
and strains, and assesses how the relationship may develop in
future.

Routledge

Hyŏngwŏn Yu and Woosung Bae
Series: Routledge Advances in Korean Studies
Pan’gye surok (or "Pan’gye’s Random Jottings") was written by the
Korean scholar and social critic Yu Hyŏngwŏn(1622-1673), who
proposed to reform the Joseon dynasty and realise an ideal
Confucian society. It was recognised as a leading work of political
science by Yu’s contemporaries and continues to be a key text
in understanding the intellectual culture of the late Joseon
period.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies / International RelationsMarket: Asian Studies
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 336ppAugust 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11179-7: £120.00Hb: 978-1-032-18158-5: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21874-6eBook: 978-1-003-25315-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032111797* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032181585
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South Korean Popular Culture in the Global ContextKorean Film and Festivals
Beyond the FandomGlobal Transcultural Flows

Edited by Sojin Lim, University of Central Lancashire, UK
Series: Routledge Research on Korea
This book explores the recent landscape of Korean popular
culture, including celebrity diplomacy, political activism, and
inter-Korean relations in the era of ‘ontact’, with a special focus
on K-pop and K-drama. Dealing with the wider scope of Korean
popular culture this book will be a valuable resource to students
and scholars of South Korea, international relations, public
diplomacy, political activism, and cultural and media studies.

Edited by Hyunseon Lee
Series: Routledge Advances in Korean Studies
This book examines the various film festivals where Korean cinema plays a significant role,
both inside and outside of Korea, focusing on their history, structure and function, and
analysis of successful festival films. Featuring the contributions of expert scholars of
international film and Korean cinema, in addition to interview material with a practicing
film professional, this book will be of huge interest to students and scholars of Korean and
Asian film and media studies, as well as those interested in the impact of film festivals more
generally.

Routledge
Market: Film Studies, Korean Studies
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34086-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-32784-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367340865
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Routledge
Market: Popular Culture, Cultural Studies, Korean Studies
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 152pp
Hb: 978-1-032-23371-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27694-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032233710

4th Edition 
The Making of Modern KoreaK-pop Dance

Adrian Buzo, Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia
Series: Asia's Transformations
This fully updated fourth edition of The Making of Modern Korea
provides a thorough, balanced and engaging history of Korea
from 1876 to the present day. The text is unique in analysing
domestic developments in the two Koreas in the wider context
of regional and international affairs. The Making of Modern Korea
is a valuable one-volume resource for students of modern Korean
history, international politics and Asian Studies.

Routledge

Fandoming Yourself on Social Media
Chuyun Oh
This book is about K-pop dance and the evolution and presence
of its dance fandom on social media. Presenting an ethnographic
study of K-pop dance and its fandom, this book will be a valuable
resource for students and scholars of Media Studies, Korean
Studies, Performance Studies, and Dance.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Korean Studies, History
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 376pp

Market: Performance Studies, Media Studies, Korean Studies Hb: 978-1-032-14903-5: £120.00
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 194pp Pb: 978-1-032-14793-2: £32.99
Hb: 978-1-032-07942-4: £120.00 eBook: 978-1-003-24170-6
Pb: 978-1-032-07939-4: £36.99 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032149035
eBook: 978-1-003-21218-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032079424
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The North Korean ArmySocial Policy Dynamics in South Korea
History, Structure, Daily LifeSoon-Yang Kim, Department of Public

Administration,College of Political Science and Public
Administration, Yeungnam University
Series: Routledge Advances in Korean Studies
Kim offers unique insight into the deeper political dynamics of
Korean social policy by analysing the relationship between the
broader context of East Asian commonality and the unique
circumstances of Korea.
An important resource not only for scholars and students of
Korean society and social policy, but also for scholars of social
policy more broadly, especially those with a focus on other East
Asian countries.

Fyodor Tertitskiy
Series: Routledge Research on Korea
This book focuses on the Korean People’s Army (KPA) - the armed forces of North Korea -
covering its history, structural organisation and lives of the soldiers and officers within its
ranks. This pioneering work will be of huge interest to students and scholars of North Korea,
the Cold War, Military Studies and Communism.

Routledge
Market: North Korea, Military Studies, Communism
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-032-14715-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24129-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032147154Routledge

Market: Korean Studies
December 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-24749-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27995-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032247496
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Beyond Courtrooms and Street ViolenceAffective Feminisms in Digital India
Rethinking Religious Offence and Its ContainmentIntimate Rebels

Edited by Vera Lazzaretti, Centre for Research in
Anthropology, Lisbon and Kathinka Frøystad, University of
Oslo
While documenting a range of containment modalities in diverse
geographical and socio-religious settings in India and scrutinising
their functioning and outcomes, the book is a first attempt to
bridge research on religious offence with critical understandings
of peace and scholarship on the micro-mechanisms of
coexistence.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of South Asia: Journal of South Asian Studies

Routledge

Meena T Pillai, University of Kerala, India
This book studies digital feminist activism in contemporary India.
It provides a close and comprehensive analysis of the
postmillennial digital moment in India which has given rise to
new modes of women’s digital dissent. The volume examines
how anti-rape narratives, Feminichy scandals, #MeToo
movements, and menstrual activisms, amongst a host of other
performative feminist dissent and their discursive medialities
create ‘affective digital feminisms’ which both break with and
continue the residual and emergent practices within feminisms
in India.

Routledge India
Market: Asian StudiesMarket: women’s studies / cultural studies / digital sociology
July 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 114ppSeptember 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 0pp
Hb: 978-1-032-25265-0: £120.00Hb: 978-1-032-32283-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-28251-8eBook: 978-1-003-31465-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032252650* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032322834
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BIMSTECAffirmative Action for Economically Weaker

Sections and Upper-Castes in Indian Constitutional
Law

Mapping Sub-Regionalism in Asia
Edited by Adluri Subramanyam Raju, Pondicherry University,
India and Anasua Basu Ray Chaudhury, Observer Research
Foundation, Kolkata, India
This volume is a comprehensive study of the challenges and
opportunities facing the BIMSTEC. It analyses the BIMSTEC’s
present status and highlights the ways in which the organization
can be rejuvenated to forge a stronger Bay of Bengal community.
The book looks at key themes such as the challenges to regional
integration, India’s ‘Look East’ and Thailand’s ‘Look West’ policies,
transport connectivity and tourism within the BIMSTEC, and the
aspirations of various member countries. It also examines
BIMSTEC’s approach towards climate change, disaster
management, and rehabilitation.

Context, Judicial Discourse, and Critique
Asang Wankhede
This book examines the controversial 103rd Constitutional Amendment to the Indian
Constitution that introduced an income and asset ownership-based new constitutional
standard for determining backwardness marking a significant shift in the government’s
social and public policy. It also analyses state level policies towards backwardness
recognition of upper-caste dominant groups through case studies of Maharashtra, Haryana,
and Gujarat. Comprehensive, and cogently argued, tit will contribute and shape ongoing
constitutional policy and judicial debates, and be of great interest to scholars and researchers
of law, Indian politics, affirmative action, social policy, and public policy.

Routledge India
Market: Law / Social Exclusion / South Asian Studies
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 184pp
Hb: 978-1-032-29184-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-30469-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032291840
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Aid, Politics and the War of Narratives in the
US-Pakistan Relations

Routledge India
Market: international relations / foreign policy / regional cooperation
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-032-34135-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-34363-1: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-32169-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032341354

Caste Discrimination and Exclusion in Indian
Universities
A Critical ReflectionA Case Study of Kerry Lugar Berman Act

N. Sukumar
This book studies the exclusion and discrimination that is meted
out to Scheduled Caste (SC) students in the Indian Higher
Education system, and their psycho-social consequences. It
foregrounds the debates around caste, exclusion, and
reservations in Indian academia, discussing the roots of
prejudices in the university spaces.

Based on in-depth ethnographic research, it will be of interest
to teachers, students, and researchers of education, sociology,

Hussain Nadim
Series: Routledge / Asian Studies Association of Australia (ASAA)
South Asian Series
This book analyses the aid, politics and the war of narratives
between the US and Pakistan under the Kerry Lugar Berman Act
(2009-2013), using the security-development nexus as a framing
discourse and taking a de-colonial approach to the subject. This
book is a timely analysis given the context of Afghan peace
process and the central role of the US and Pakistan.
Interdisciplinary and relevant to academic and policy debates,
this book will be of interest to researchers in the field of
Development Studies, International Relations, Policy Studies,
Area Studies, in particular South Asian Politics.

political science, psychology, and exclusion studies. It will interest policymakers, social
activists, NGOs, research centers, and those working in higher education, reservations,
public policy, caste, and exclusion studies.

Routledge India
Market: Education/SociologyRoutledge
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 204ppMarket: South Asian Politics, International Relations
Hb: 978-0-367-55689-1: £120.00July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 140pp
eBook: 978-1-003-09529-3Hb: 978-1-032-01995-6: £120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367556891eBook: 978-1-003-19321-0

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032019956
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City, Environment, and Transnationalism in the
Philippines

Centering Borders in Latin American and South
Asian Contexts

Reconceptualizing “the Social” from the Global SouthAesthetics and Politics of Cultural Production
Koki Seki, Hiroshima University, Japan
Series: Routledge Studies on Asia in the World
Seki presents an ethnography of uncertainty and precarity
experienced by people in urban, rural, and transnational,
communities in the Philippines as a case study of social
protection without the possibility of a robust welfare state. He
deals with topics including urban poverty, environmental
degradation, and transnational migration.

Routledge

Edited by Debaroti Chakraborty, Presidency University,
India, Debra A. Castillo, Cornell University, USA and Kavita
Panjabi, Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India
This book presents new frameworks of critical insights and
knowledge on border narratives. It addresses and goes beyond
the ways in which partition informs South Asian borderlands to
focus on a comparative study of contemporary borders and
borderlands in relation to Latin America and the US side of the
border. It will be useful to scholars and researchers of literary
and cultural studies, South Asian studies, Latin American studies,
border studies, arts and aesthetics, visual studies, political
sociology, sociology, comparative politics, international relations,
and peace and conflict resolution studies.

Market: Asian StudiesRoutledge India
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 262ppMarket: Border studies / International politics / Literary & cultural studies / Arts & aesthetics / Political

studies / International relations Hb: 978-1-032-12382-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22427-3July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 266pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032123820Hb: 978-0-367-40482-6: £120.00

eBook: 978-0-429-35642-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367404826
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Comparative Legal Aid Systems and IndiaChastity in Ancient Indian Texts

Jeet Singh Mann, National Law University, Delhi, India.
This book provides an in-depth analysis of the functioning and
challenges of the legal aid system in India. The legal aid system
was set up to promote the interests of the economically weaker
sections of society who did not have equitable access to judicial
systems. However, the system has been largely unsuccessful in
delivering justice. Drawing on empirical data from 18 states and
36 districts in India, the book highlights the institutional setbacks
that plague the legal aid system and urges to take cognizance
of the hindrances faced by the beneficiaries in availing these
services.

Routledge India

Precept, Practice, and Portrayal
Oly Roy
This book looks at the representation and practice of chastity in 
selective ancient Indian texts. It studies how and when the 
concept originated and in what ways it was intertwined with 
the social, cultural, and economic notions of Indian society. 
Drawing on seminal Indian texts the volume delves into the 
social and reproductive rights of women through an 
examination of the norms of chastity, virginity, and Pātivratya, 
which were construed according to a patriarchal hierarchy of 
the society and implemented as a means of strengthening 
patriarchal authority.

Routledge India
Market: law / Indian law / constitutional law / poltical science / comparative law / law and gender /
social work

Market: History / Ancient History / South Asian History October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 500pp
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 150pp Hb: 978-0-367-70338-7: £120.00
Hb: 978-1-138-36413-4: £120.00 eBook: 978-1-003-15832-5
eBook: 978-1-003-31294-9 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367703387
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138364134
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Conflict, Continuity, and Change in Social
Movements in Southeast Asia

China, Taiwan, and International Sporting Events
Face-Off in Cross-Strait Relations

Marcus P. Chu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
Chu explores the inseparable nature of politics and Taiwanese
cities’ pursuit of international sporting events, and the Chinese
authorities’ strategic measures in handling the relations with
Taiwan since the 1990s. Reviewing 17 cases of major sporting
events in Taiwan, he argues that China’s inconsistent response
is determined by the ups and downs of the Cross-Strait political
relations. As a result, this book is a history of recent cross-strait
relations and a chronicle of China’s strategic measures in
handling relations with Taiwan.

A must read for scholars, students and other watchers of
cross-straits relations.

Abdul Rohman
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series
This book demonstrates how preserving ideology and
relationship with other activists affords social movements to
persist over time amid limited resources and political
opportunities in Southeast Asia. Examining two peace
movements in Indonesia – the largest democratic country in
Southeast Asia – to illuminate discontinuity, continuity, and
change in social movements, the author uses a cultural approach
to understanding why social movements persist and argues that
the activists’ memory, relationship with others, collective identity,
and emotion as reasons for social movements to ascend and
peak.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Taiwan Market: Asian Politics, Social Movements
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 182pp July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76058-8: £120.00 Hb: 978-1-032-20468-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16529-3 eBook: 978-1-003-26369-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367760588 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032204680
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Devas, Demons and Buddhist Cosmology in Sri
Lanka

Covid-19 in India, Disease, Health and Culture
Can Wellness be Far Behind?
Edited by Anindita Chatterjee and Nilanjana Chatterjee Apotheosis and the Spiritual Progression of Hūniyam
Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia Series Achala Gunasekara-Rockwell

Series: Routledge South Asian Religion Series
This book examines the worship of devas and demons in Sri
Lanka, illustrating how diverse influences interacted to create
the Sinhala Buddhist cosmology and explains the processes by
which apotheosis plays an important role in revitalizing that
cosmology. This book will be of interest to researchers and
students engaged in the study of religion, anthropology, folklore,
and history, specifically in the South Asian context.

This book is a cultural exploration of health and wellness, with a focus on impacts of Covid-19
on the population of India. The chapters in this book present original research, systematic
reviews, theoretical and conceptual frameworks, encompassing multidisciplinary, inter-
and intra-disciplinary fields of study, in the context of how culture and disease sufficiently
unpack and inform each other. A novel contribution on the cultural factors that played an
important role in contemporary times of Covid-19, this book will be of interest to researchers
in the fields of Cultural Studies, Health and Society and South Asian Studies.

Routledge
Market: South Asian Studies, South Asian Culture & Society
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-29268-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-30076-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032292687
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Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, Buddhism
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19266-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25848-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032192666

5th Edition 
Dictionary of the Modern Politics of Southeast Asia

Creative Industries in India

Joseph Chinyong Liow, Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore
Series: Politics in Asia
Extensively updated and revised in light of these changes and
developments, this fifth edition of Dictionary of the Modern Politics
of Southeast Asia remains indispensable. This new edition starts
with profiles of each Southeast Asian country, before providing
over 500 alphabetically arranged individual entries, each
containing detailed accounts and analyses. An essential one-stop
reference book, this book is an indispensable tool for all scholars
and students of Asian politics and international affairs, and a vital
resource for journalists, diplomats, policy-makers, and others

Edited by Abdul Shaban, Filip Vermeylen, Erasmus
University Rotterdam, The Netherlands and Christian
Handke, Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands
As digitalization meets local traditions, there is great potential
for creative industries (CI) to promote economic and social
development in middle and low income countries. This book
explores the economic and cultural relevance of these industries
in India. The book identifies key topics for CI in countries like
India that have a rich cultural heritage, a young demographic
and undergoing swift socio-economic change and contains the
most sophisticated and comprehensive mappings of CI in India.

Routledge India
Market: CULTURAL STUDIES / POLITICAL ECONOMY / DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS / HISTORY
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-367-61503-1: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65424-5: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-12937-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367615031
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Democratic Governance in Taiwan

with an interest in the region.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Politics
July 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 534pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62147-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-63967-9: £36.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367621476
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Environmental Security and India
Global Concerns and National InterestsEdited by John Fuh-Sheng Hsieh and Robert Henry Cox

Series: Routledge Studies on Comparative Asian Politics Satabdi Das, South Calcutta Girls' College, India
This book examines environmental issues through the lens of
security studies and presents a comprehensive analysis of Indian
policy in dealing with threats posed by climate change. A
comprehensive guide to a new and emerging dimension in
Indian security policy, this book will be essential reading for
students and researchers of international relations, security
studies, especially non-traditional security, public policy,
especially environmental policy, and area studies.

Routledge India
Market: International Relations / Security Studies / Area Studies
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20586-1: £120.00

This book employs a policy-based approach to examine the emerging governance structure
in Taiwan, one of several countries in East Asia where democratic consolidation is firmly
established. As a study of Taiwan's democratic governance, this book will be of interest to
students and scholars of Asian politics, comparative politics, democracy and Taiwan.

Routledge
Market: Politics, Asian Politics, Democracy
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-032-32353-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-31459-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032323534

eBook: 978-1-003-27119-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032205861
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Hedging Strategies in Southeast AsiaFood and Nutrition Systems in Urban India
ASEAN, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Vietnam and their Relations with
China

Towards Disentitlement
Neetu Choudhary
This book explores identity-mediated dynamics of food and nutrition entitlement in urban
India analysing concerns around equity, access to food and public health. This book, with

Alfred Gerstl
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series
Introducing a re-conceptualized hedging framework, this book
analyses the relations of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) and the middle powers Malaysia, the
Philippines, and Vietnam with China in the context of the Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI). The book provides a brief overview of
the development of the relationships between the Southeast
Asian states, ASEAN and China since 1989. The author argues
that ASEAN and the majority of the Southeast Asian governments
pursue a hedging strategy towards the rising China. They seek
closer economic relations with Beijing, while maintaining strong
security relations with Washington and also try to involve Japan.

a disaggregated analysis for urban India and an in-depth case study of Mumbai, examines
how malnutrition in India is becoming an urban challenge. It discusses how far caste,
religion and migratory identities serve as a source of deprivation and analyses the role of
local governance, particularly municipal governance and urban planning, in facilitating the
disentitlement.

Routledge India
Market: sociology / public policy / political sociology /
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 244pp
Hb: 978-1-138-61102-3: £120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138611023

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, International Relations
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 162pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07516-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-21216-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032075167
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Higher Education Financing in IndiaGandhi in India’s Literary and Cultural Imagination
Student Loans and Equity in AccessEdited by Nishat Zaidi, Jamia Millia Islamia, India and Indrani

Das Gupta, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi, India
This book engages with the socio-cultural imaginings of Gandhi
in literature, history, visual and popular culture. Gandhi’s politics
of non-violent resistance and satyagraha inspired various political
leaders, activists and movements, and has been a subject of
rigorous scholarly enquiry and theoretical debates across the
globe. Using diverse resources like novels, autobiographies,
non-fictional writings, comic books, memes, cartoons, and
cinema, this book traces the pervasiveness of the idea of Gandhi
which has been both idolised and lampooned.

Routledge India

Jinusha Panigrahi
This book critically examines the questions related to the access
to and financing of higher education in India. It discusses
challenges faced by students to meet the rising cost of higher
education, as educational policies increasingly favour
marketisation of higher education. The volume sheds light on
several alternative and innovative methods of financing, with a
focus on educational loans, to highlight how inequities and
inequalities affect access to educational loans. It will be useful
for scholars and researchers of education, higher education,
public policy, sociology, development studies, political science,
and governance, as well as for the policymakers.

Routledge India
Market: GANDHI AND PEACE STUDIES / POLITICAL SCIENCE / LITERATURE / CULTURAL STUDIES
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 284pp

Market: education / higher education / public policy / financing of educationHb: 978-0-367-68887-5: £120.00
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 156ppPb: 978-0-367-70284-7: £36.99
Hb: 978-0-367-40903-6: £120.00eBook: 978-1-003-14547-9
eBook: 978-0-367-80979-9* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367688875
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367409036
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Identity, Nationhood and Bangladesh Independent
Cinema

Health Care in Post-Independence India
Kolkata and the Crisis of Private Health Care Services
Amrita Bagchi Fahmidul Haq and Brian Shoesmith

Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia Series
This book analyses how independent filmmakers from
Bangladesh have represented national identity in their films. The
focus of this book is on independent and art house filmmakers
and how cinema plays a vital role in constructing national and
cultural identity. The authors examine post-2000 films which
predominantly deal with issues of national identity and
demonstrate how they tackle questions of national identity.
Bangladesh is seemingly a homogenous country consisting 98%
of Bengali and 90% of Muslim. This majority group has two
dominant identities – Bengaliness (the ethno-linguistic identity)
and Muslimness (the religious identity).

Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia Series
This book analyses the development of private healthcare in post-Independence Kolkata,
India, and the rapid expansion of private nursing homes and hospitals from a historical and
sociological perspective. It offers an examination of the changing pattern of the entire
health care sector, which over recent decades has transformed itself to a profit-making
commodity. This book will be of interest to academics in the field of medical sociology,
history of medicine and health and development studies and South Asian Studies.
Routledge
Market: South Asian Studies, Public Health
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76296-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-16947-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367762964

Routledge
Market: South Asian Studies, Media Studies
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22082-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27109-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032220826
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Indian Literatures in DiasporaIndia from Latin America

Edited by Sireesha Telugu
Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia Series
This book analyses diasporic literatures written in Indian
languages written by authors living outside their homeland and
contextualize the understanding of migration and migrant
identities. The book offers a significant examination of the nature
and dynamics of the multilingual Indian society and culture, and
its global readership. It is the first book on Indian diasporic
literature in Indian and transnational languages, and a pioneering
contribution to the field. The book will be of interest to
academics in the field of South Asian Studies, South Asian
literature, Asian literature, diaspora and literary studies.

Peripherization, Statebuilding, and Demand-Led Growth
Manuel Gonzalo, Instituto de Industria, Universidad Nacional de General Sarmiento
(UNGS), Argentina
This book studies the economic history of India and traces the Indian path of development
from a Latin American framework and perspective. It builds a common research agenda
for the economic development of the Global South. It offers Latin American insights and
highlights novelties and commonalities the region shares with India’s economic
development. The book pays special attention to the (geo)political, technological, financial,
and institutional aspects related to the specific geographical and demographical features
of the Indian subcontinent.

Routledge India
Market: economics / economic history / history/ political economy/ development studies
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 270pp Routledge
Hb: 978-0-367-54202-3: £120.00 Market: South Asian Studies, Literature
eBook: 978-1-003-09175-2 July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 178pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367542023 Hb: 978-1-032-01540-8: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-18279-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032015408
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Indigenous Reconciliation in Contemporary TaiwanIndia Higher Education Report 2021
From Stigma to HopePrivate Higher Education
Edited by Scott E. Simon, Jolan Hsieh, National Dong Hwa University, Hualien, Taiwan
and Peter Kang

Edited by N.V. Varghese, National Institute of Educational
Planning and Administration, India and Jinusha Panigrahi
This volume provides an in-depth analysis of the critical
dimensions of higher education in India. It focuses on the growth
and expansion of private higher education and public policy.
The volume discusses issues related to the growth of for-profit
and not-for-profit private higher education institutions and their
implications at the policy level. It outlines the role of such
institutions towards the internationalization and global ranking
of the Indian higher education system.

Routledge India

Series: Routledge Contemporary Asia Series
This book draws attention to the issues of Indigenous justice and reconciliation in Taiwan,
exploring how Indigenous actors affirm their rights through explicitly political and legal
strategies, but also through subtle forms of justice work in films, language instruction,
museums, and handicraft production. Illustrating that there is new hope for real justice in
an era in which states and Indigenous peoples seek meaningful forms of reconciliation,
this book is an invaluable resource for students and scholars of Taiwan Studies, Indigenous
Studies and Social Justice Studies.

Routledge
Market: Anthropology, Indigenous Peoples, Taiwan
November 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 316pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02376-2: £120.00Market: Education / Higher Education
eBook: 978-1-003-18313-6July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 274pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032023762Hb: 978-1-032-22595-1: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-29872-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032225951
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Indira GoswamiIndia Migration Report 2022
Margins and BeyondHealth Professionals' Migration

Edited by Namrata Pathak, North-Eastern Hill University,
Meghalaya, India and Dibyajyoti Sarma, Independent
researcher, Delhi, India
Series: Writer in Context
This book engages with the life and works of Indira Goswami,
the first Assamese woman writer to win the highest national
literary award, the Jnanpith, in 2001. From sociological treatises
to a springboard of a socio-political milieu, Goswami’s texts are
intersections of the local and the global, the popular and the
canonical. The book looks at Indira Goswami’s works with a
special emphasis on the author situated within the Assamese
literary canon. It not only discusses the themes and issues within
her writing, but also focuses on the distinct language and style

she uses.

Edited by S. Irudaya Rajan, IIMAD, India
Series: India Migration Report
India Migration Report 2022 is one of the first volumes to focus
comprehensively on Indian health professionals’ migration. The
essays in the volume discuss the reasons, challenges and
opportunities that daunt and prompt health professionals to
migrate within and outside India. Timely, data-driven and
drawing on exhaustive fieldwork, the volume looks at Indian
health professionals in North America, Middle East, Asia Pacific
and South Asia. It will be of interest to scholars and researchers
of development studies, public health, public policy, economics,
demography, sociology and social anthropology, and migration
and diaspora studies.

Routledge India
Market: Migration and Diaspora / Public Policy / South Asian Studies
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 348pp
Hb: 978-1-032-32457-9: £120.00

Routledge India
Market: Indian literature / Assamese literature / English literature / postcolonial studies / cultural
studies,/ global south studies / gender studies / translation studies.

eBook: 978-1-003-31512-4 June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 368pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032324579 Hb: 978-0-367-70546-6: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-14701-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367705466
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Literatures from Northeast IndiaIntegrated Approach to Technology in Education

in India Beyond the Centre–Periphery Debate
Edited by K M Baharul Islam, Indian Institute of
Management, Kashipur, India
This book showcases the diverse literary traditions from India’s
Northeast and their shared connections and lineages. It critically
analyses a selection of literary works from authors and poets
from this region and the hegemonies of language, ethnicity and
politics that have framed these voices. A region with rich cultural
and ethnolinguistic diversity, the literature from Northeast India
is representative of varied histories, languages, socio-cultural
and religious practices. The book highlights the distinct use of
language, forms, cultural symbols and metaphors which
articulates the unique experiences of conflict, beauty and culture
in this area.

Implementation and Impact
Edited by Amina Charania, Centre of Excellence in Teacher
Education, TISS, India
This book explores the evolution of Integrated approach to
Technology in Education (ITE) an initiative of Tata Trusts in India
and the many innovative ways in which it has helped enrich the
learning process and fostering new skills for young people,
especially those living in challenging environments.

Routledge India
Routledge India
Market: Literature/Cultural Studies
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15679-8: £120.00

Market: Education /Education Technology
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02409-7: £120.00 eBook: 978-1-003-27294-6
eBook: 978-1-003-30027-4 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032156798
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032024097
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Local Government in BangladeshKautilya’s Arthashastra
Contemporary Issues and ChallengesStrategic Cultural Roots of India’s Contemporary Statecraft

Mohammad Tarikul Islam, Jahangirnagar University, Dhaka,
Bangladesh
This book traces the roots of local government in Bangladesh
and examines the contemporary issues and challenges which
have limited the role and effectiveness of the concerned
institutions. With the help of rich empirical data, it looks at the
problems at various levels of local government. The volume
analyses the issues with community policing, dispute resolution,
participation of women and the question of gender equality,
food security, and disaster and environmental management in
rural areas, among others.

Routledge India

Kajari Kamal, IDSA, New Delhi
This book studies India’s foreign policy through the lens of
Kautilya’s Arthashastra, an ancient Indian treatise on state and
statecraft. It assesses the extent of influence of the foundational
elements/core beliefs extrapolated from the Arthashastra on
the nation’s international behaviour to understand the grand
strategic preferences of independent India.

Routledge India
Market: Local Government / Public Administration / Political Science/ Governance/ Development
Studies

Market: Indian thought / Political Science / Foreign Policy / International Relations
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 220pp

December 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 220ppHb: 978-0-367-53567-4: £120.00
Hb: 978-0-367-54502-4: £120.00eBook: 978-1-003-12938-7
eBook: 978-1-003-10487-2* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367535674
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367545024
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Markets, Capitalism and Urban Space in IndiaKolkata — The Colonial City in Transition
Right to SellReflections in Geographies of Urban India

Anirban Acharya
Series: Routledge Research on Urban Asia
This book analyses the question of the right to the city, informal
economies and the non-western shape of neoliberal governance
in India through a new analytic: the right to sell. A useful addition
to the existing literatures on the right to the city, informal
economies, and the shapes that neoliberalism takes in the
non-west, the book provides a non-western counter to accounts
of neoliberalism and will be of interest to academics working in
the fields of South Asian Studies, Urban Studies, and Political
Economy.

Routledge

Edited by Sumana Bandyopadhyay, University of Calcutta,
India
This book explores the spatial characteristics of the city of Kolkata
in India and the socio-political and physio-climatological events
and processes that impact its transformation. It examines key
issues in urban geography through the study of the city, and
outlines its physical, economic, social, political, and
environmental aspects. It will be useful to students, teachers,
and researchers of geography, especially human geography and
urban geography, urban studies, urban development and
planning, regional planning, social geography, governance,
ecology, economics and South Asian studies. It will also benefit
urban planners and development professionals.

Routledge India Market: South Asian Studies, Urban Studies
Market: Human Geography / Urban Geography July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 432pp Hb: 978-0-367-46572-8: £120.00
Hb: 978-1-032-02097-6: £120.00 eBook: 978-1-003-03118-5
eBook: 978-1-003-20596-8 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465728
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032020976
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Mumbai / BombayMedia, Migrants and the Pandemic in India
Majoritarian Neoliberalism, Informality, Resistance, and WellbeingA Reader

Edited by Sujata Patel, National Fellow, Indian Institute of
Advanced Study, Shimla, India, D. Parthasarathy, IIT Bombay,
India and George Jose
Series: Cities and the Urban Imperative
This book traces the various ways through which majoritarianism
and neoliberal capitalist accumulation has reorganised Bombay
or Mumbai in India. It looks at these changes by exploring work
and labour; health and education; spatial planning and
infrastructural development; politics and identity; and shows
how financialisation, land speculation, deregulation and
informality has impacted the city’s culture and everyday living.
It will interest students and researchers of economics, sociology,
anthropology, political science, public policy and urban studies.

Edited by Bharat Bhushan, Sharda University, India
The national lockdown to contain the Covid-19 pandemic in
India resulted in the loss of work and displacement of thousands
of urban migrant workers. This book records the arduous journey
home for many of these workers and analyses the grave effects
the pandemic has had on jobs, livelihoods, and the health of
urban migrant workers. A rich compilation of deep analytical
articles by journalists, academics, lawyers and social activists,
this book explores various facets of the crisis as it unfolded.

Routledge India
Market: MEDIA STUDIES/JOURNALISM/PUBLIC POLICY
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 284pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16086-3: £120.00

It will also be useful to urban practitioners, planners, bureaucrats, activists and general
readers.

Routledge India
Market: Economics / Sociology / Anthropology / Political Science / Public Policy / Urban
Studies
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp

eBook: 978-1-003-29152-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032160863

Hb: 978-1-032-27669-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-27672-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-29365-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032276694
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Passages of Play in Urban IndiaMedical Biotechnology Innovation in India
People, Media, Objects and Spaces in Mumbai's Slum LocalitiesA Critical Analysis

Prasad Khanolkar
Series: Routledge Research on Urban Asia
In this book, Prasad Khanolkar offers a new way of thinking about
‘slums’ and southern cities based on a grounded engagement
with the relationship between media, objects, spaces, and people
in the everyday life of slum localities in Mumbai, India. The book
makes a significant contribution in the field of urban studies,
urban anthropology, urban geography, and urban sociology. It
will be of interest to scholars and students working on
postcolonial cities, Southern urbanisms, infrastructure studies,
and urban planning in the global South.

Routledge

P Omkar Nadh
This book examines the medical biotechnology industry in India
through the lens of critical political economy. It discusses the
sharp trajectory of growth in the biotechnology business and
the state of investments, subsidies and patents which propelled
the rise of the industry in India. It uses in-depth interviews and
case studies to analyse the roles of various financial actors, state
institutions, and academia in the medical biotechnology
ecosystem.

Routledge India
Market: South Asian Studies, Urban StudiesMarket: POLITICAL ECONOMY / PUBLIC HEALTH / MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY / PUBLIC POLICY
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 180ppJune 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 162pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46567-4: £120.00Hb: 978-1-032-02214-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-05184-8eBook: 978-1-003-29210-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465674* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032022147
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Politics of Education in IndiaMigration and Development in India
A Perspective from BelowThe Bihar Experience

Edited by Ramdas Rupavath, Department of Political
Science, School of Social Sciences, University of Hyderabad,
India
This book studies the state of tribal education in India. India has
the single largest tribal population in the world, yet the tribal
community remains one of the most economically improvised
and marginalized groups in the country. This volume examines
the educational status of the tribal population and studies
developmental issues such as unemployment, illiteracy, caste
discrimination, and inequality faced by the community. It also
studies the implementation and execution of welfare schemes,
initiatives, and reforms in place to tackle issues faced by tribal
students and identifies loopholes in the various centrally

sponsored schemes.

Amrita Datta, IIT Hyderabad, India
This book deals with a wide range of issues related to rural-urban migration in the context
of neoliberal economic development in India. Focusing on three core areas, first it traces
state discourses on rural-urban migration in India since the 1930s critically analysing its
industrial, labour, rural and urban programmes, and policies. Second, through data on
longitudinal surveys undertaken in rural Bihar in 1999, 2011 and 2016, it examines changes
in patterns of migration and sources of income; estimates determinants and impacts of
migration. Third, based on fieldwork in the village and the city, it presents an in-depth
account of a rural-urban migration stream in contemporary India.

Routledge India
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 212pp
Hb: 978-1-032-29183-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-32048-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032291833

Routledge India
Market: Education / Social Science / Politics
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-22076-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-28552-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367220761
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Public Expenditure and Income Distribution in
Malaysia

Politics, Ethics and Emotions in ‘New India’
Ajay Gudavarthy, Jawaharlal Nehru University, India
Series: Reshaping India
‘Analyzing cultural hegemony independently from material
domination, Gudavarthy’s intellectual achievement in this book
is remarkable. Drawing on new theorizing about meaning and
emotion, he develops a subtle new take on India’s rightward
turn, even as he provides critical commentary on contemporary
events.’

Jeffrey Alexander, Lillian Chavenson Saden Professor of Sociology
and Co-Director, Center for Cultural Sociology, Yale University, USA

Routledge India
Market: Politics / South Asian Studies
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07082-7: £120.00

Mukaramah Harun and Sze Ying Loo
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series
This book studies the impact of public expenditure allocations in achieving income equality
goals in Malaysia. It examines the initial functional and institutional distribution of income
across different institutional agents and sectors and evaluates the impact of the public
expenditure policies in reducing the inter-ethnic and rural-urban disparity. A comprehensive
source of information on how to deal with inequality economic challenges, the book will
be of interest to economists and researchers on Southeast Asian Studies.

Routledge
Market: Southeast Asian Studies, Economics
July 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 128pp
Hb: 978-1-032-29884-9: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-30250-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032298849

eBook: 978-1-003-29791-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032070827
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Recycling Infrastructures in CambodiaPopular Hinduism, Stories and Mobile Performances
Circularity, Waste, and Urban Life in Phnom PenhThe Voice of Morari Bapu in Multiple Media
Kathrin EitelMrinal Pande

Series: Routledge South Asian Religion Series
This book addresses the recent transformations of popular
Hinduism by focusing upon the religious cum artistic practice
of Ramkatha, staged narratives of the Ramcharitmanas. It
engages with voice as a vehicle of meaning to scrutinize its
discursive production, imagination and re-production across
mobile contexts. It investigates how the transnationally
disseminated practices re-contextualize religious subjectivities
of an affective community enmeshed in spatio-sensorial modes.
The book will be of interest to academic audiences in the fields
of South Asian Studies, Anthropology, Sociology, as well as
Performance Studies and Religious Studies.

Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series
This book examines the recycling infrastructure in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. It considers
the circular flows of waste and practices through ‘infracycles’, maintenance practices that
tinker with the social and capitalist order. This book is a unique contribution to the field of
infrastructure studies emphasizing the importance of perceiving infrastructure as circular
in smaller ‘infracycles’, rather than linear. It will be of interest to researchers in the field of
environmental anthropology, science and technology studies, urban studies, and Southeast
Asian studies.
Routledge
Market: Southeast Asian Studies, Development Studies
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15466-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24426-4

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032154664
Market: Asian Religion, Hinduism
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 196pp
Hb: 978-1-032-20435-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26354-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032204352
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Routledge Handbook of Contemporary BruneiPrecious Threads and Precarious Lives
Edited by Ooi Keat Gin and Victor T. King, University of Leeds, UKHistories of Shawl and Silk Industries of Kashmir, 1846–1950
This book focus on the recent past and contemporary developments in this unique country
that has remained a Malay Muslim sultanate sustaining its religious and traditional heritage

Amit Kumar
This book studies the hitherto unexplored history of the shawl
and silk industries of Kashmir, India. It focuses on the three
processes — production, circulation, and consumption — of
the textile industry of the region to highlight its socio-economic
and political importance in 19th and 20th century Kashmir. It
also locates the impact colonialism had on transforming the
labour economy in the Kashmir textile industry.

Routledge India
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 0pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63504-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17288-8

encapsulated in the national philosophy, Melayu Islam Beraja (MIB, Malay Islamic Monarchy).
The MIB represents the sultanate’s three pillars of social, cultural, political and economic
sustainability, and the contributors discuss this concept in relation to the notion of ‘Malay’
or ‘Malaydom’, the official religion of the nation-state, Islam and monarchy as the essential
system of government.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, General Reference
July 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 368pp
Hb: 978-0-367-81914-9: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-02043-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367819149

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367635046
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Routledge Handbook of Urban IndonesiaRoutledge Handbook of Contemporary Vietnam

Edited by Sonia Roitman and Deden Rukmana
This handbook focuses on the practices, initiatives and
innovations of urban planning in response to the rapid
urbanisation in Indonesian cities. Written by 64 established and
emerging scholars from Indonesia and overseas, this handbook
is an invaluable resource to academics working on Urban Studies,
Development Studies, Asian and Southeast Studies as well as to
policy-makers in Indonesia and in other cities of the Global South.

Routledge

Edited by Jonathan D. London, City University of Hong
Kong
The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Vietnam is a
comprehensive resource exploring social, political, economic,
and cultural aspects of Vietnam, one of contemporary Asia’s
most dynamic but least understood countries. Following an
introduction that highlights major changes that have unfolded
in Vietnam over the past three decades, the volume is organised
into four thematic parts: Politics and Society, Economy and
Society, Social life and Institutions and Cultures in Motion.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, General ReferenceMarket: Asian Studies,Reference, Southeast Asian Culture, Southeast Asian Politics
October 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 368ppJuly 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 606pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76279-7: £190.00Hb: 978-1-138-79225-8: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-31817-0eBook: 978-1-315-76230-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367762797* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138792258
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Routledge Readings on Colonial to Contemporary
Northeastern India

Routledge Handbook of Critical Kashmir Studies
Edited by Mona Bhan, Haley Duschinski and Deepti Misri
The Routledge Handbook of Critical Kashmir Studies presents
emerging critical knowledge frameworks and perspectives that
foreground situated histories and resistance practices in order
to challenge colonial and postcolonial forms of governance and
state building. It politicizes discourses of nationalism, patriotism,
democracy, and liberalism, and questions the way the dominant
globalist imaginaries and discourses serve institutionalized
power, create hegemony, and normalize domination. In doing
so, the Handbook situates critical Kashmir studies within global
scholarly conversations on nationalism, sovereignty, indigenous
movements, human rights and international law.

Customary Practices, Gender and Livelihoods
Edited by Sumi Krishna
Series: Routledge Readings
Routledge Readings on Northeastern India: Colonial Encounters, Customary Practices,
Gender, Livelihoods presents some of the finest essays on a region that stretches across
the Northeastern Himalaya, eight Indian States and many tribal and non-tribal peoples.

Routledge India
Market: Northeast India Studies / South Asian Studies / Area Studies / History / Politics & International
Relations / Sociology & Social Anthropology / Labour Studies / Development Studies / Conflict & Peace
Studies / Gender Studies
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 0ppRoutledge
Hb: 978-1-032-26929-0: £120.00Market: Asian Studies, General Reference
eBook: 978-1-003-32392-1August 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 422pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032269290Hb: 978-0-367-35343-8: £190.00

eBook: 978-0-429-33081-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367353438
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Routledge Readings on Security and Governance
in Northeastern India

Routledge Handbook of Highland Asia
Edited by Jelle J. P. Wouters and Michael T. Heneise
The Routledge Handbook of Highland Asia is the first comprehensive and critical overview
of the ethnographic and anthropological work in Highland Asia over the past half a century. Resource Conflicts, Militarisation and Development Challenges

Edited by Sumi KrishnaOpening up a grand new space for critical engagement, the handbook presents Highland
Series: Routledge ReadingsAsia as a world-region that cuts across the traditional divides inherited from colonial and

Cold War area divisions - the Indian Subcontinent/South Asia, Southeast Asia, China/East
Asia, and Central Asia.

Routledge Readings on Security and Governance in Northeastern India: Resource Conflicts,
Militarisation and Development Challenges presents some of the finest essays on a region
that stretches across the Northeastern Himalaya, eight Indian States and many tribal andRoutledge

Market: Asian Studies, General Reference non-tribal peoples. With a lucid Introduction, this and its companion volume, Routledge
August 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 0pp Readings on Colonial to Contemporary Northeastern India offer a compelling look into the

society, polity, contemporary security and developmental issues in northeast India.Hb: 978-0-367-35826-6: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-34574-6

Routledge India* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367358266
Market: Northeast India Studies / South Asian Studies / Area Studies / History / Politics & International
Relations / Sociology & Social Anthropology / Labour Studies / Development Studies / Conflict & Peace
Studies / Gender Studies
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 340pp
Hb: 978-1-032-27024-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-32419-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032270241
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The 2019 Parliamentary Elections in IndiaSpace and Time in Thai-Lao Relations
Democracy at the Crossroads?Borderlands in International Relations

Edited by Subrata K. Mitra, Heidelberg University, Germany,
Rekha Saxena, University of Delhi, India and Pampa
Mukherjee, Panjab University, India
This book presents a comprehensive overview of India’s electoral
democracy and political system through the 2019 Parliamentary
elections. It discusses elections and party competition in India;
ideology, interest and political transaction; impact on social
mobility, economic and politial change, and multiparty
democracy; the Muslim vote; electoral fortunes; and electoral
campaigns and social media. It will interest scholars and
researchers of political science, political sociology, election
studies, Indian politics, South Asian politics, and South Asian
studies. It will also interest those in politics, public policy and

governance, civil society organisations, and media and journalism.

Thanachate Wisaijorn
Series: International Relations in Southeast Asia
Wisaijorn explores how the concepts of space and temporality
in traditional geopolitics have influenced the understanding of
the Thai-Lao border since Laos became independent in 1954.

Routledge
Market: Southeast Asian Studies
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 150pp Routledge India
Hb: 978-1-032-19136-2: £120.00 Market: Politics / Elections / South Asian Studies
eBook: 978-1-003-25783-7 June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 388pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032191362 Hb: 978-1-032-18454-8: £120.00

Pb: 978-1-032-19832-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-003-26106-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032184548
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The Routledge Companion to Linguistics in IndiaTamil Nationalism in Sri Lanka

Hemalatha Nagarajan, EFLU, Hyerabad
This companion offers a unique introductory study of linguistics
in India. Well supplemented with sample problems and linguistic
puzzles to bolster analytical skills and logical reasoning,
it promotes a unique inquiry-based approach to learning
linguistics. The volume looks at all the major subdisciplines of
linguistics, including phonetics, phonology, morphology,
semantics, syntax, and the interdisciplinary domains of
psycholinguistics and neurolinguistics.

Routledge India

A.R. Sriskanda Rajah, Brunel University, UK
Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia Series
This book examines Tamil nationalism in Sri Lanka and provides insights on how Tamil
nationalism has survived the destruction of the Tamil Tigers after May 2009 and continues
to thrive, despite the absence a charismatic leadership to lead it or a centralised organisation
to mobilise the Tamils along ethnic nationalistic lines. This book will be of interest to
researchers in the fields of Politics and International Relations, in particular those working
on ethnic nationalism, post-armed conflict peacebuilding/conflict resolution, the politics
in Sri Lanka, diaspora politics and Foucault.
Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, South Asia
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-29456-8: £120.00

Market: linguistics / Indian languages / cultural studieseBook: 978-1-003-30167-7
November 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 470pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032294568
Hb: 978-0-367-54151-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09902-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367541514
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The Routledge Companion to Northeast IndiaTeacher Development in India

Edited by Jelle J. P. Wouters and Tanka B Subba
The Routledge Companion to Northeast India is a trans-disciplinary
and comprehensive compendium of a vital yet under-researched
region in South Asia. It provides a unique guide to prevailing
themes, theories, arguments, and history of Northeast India. A
hands-on, practical, and comprehensive guide to Northeast
India, this book fills a significant gap in the literature and will be
an invaluable teaching, learning and research resource for
scholars and students of Northeast India Studies, South Asian
and Southeast Asian societies, culture, politics, humanities, and
the social sciences in general.

Routledge India
Market: Social Science / Asian Studies / Politics and International Relations / Regional Studies
/ Social Anthropology / Sociology and Social Policy / Souh Asia Culture and Society / Cultural
Studies / Geography

Building on Grassroots Innovations and Technology
Vijaya Sherry Chand, IIM Ahmedabad, India, Samvet Kuril and Ketan Satish
Deshmukh
This volume shows how grassroots educational innovations and technology can be brought
together in a fresh approach to human resource development in public social services. It
provides an illustration of how teacher-driven innovations can be transformed into learning
objects for technology-based professional development. It will be of interest to teachers,
students and professionals in education, teacher education, digital education, information
technology, communication and media studies. It will also be useful to educationists,
policymakers, institutions, online education centres, and practitioners involved in
professional development, education and training.

Routledge India
Market: Education
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 188pp
Hb: 978-1-032-28755-3: £120.00

September 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 488ppeBook: 978-1-003-33253-4
Hb: 978-0-367-72566-2: £190.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032287553
eBook: 978-1-003-28554-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367725662
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Urban Development and Environmental History in
Modern South Asia

The Social Construction of the Ocean and Modern
Taiwan

Edited by Ian Talbot, University of Southampton, UK and Amit Ranjan, National
University of Singapore

Kuang-hao Hou
Series: Routledge Research on Taiwan Series
This book interprets the meanings of the uses, regulations, and
representations of the ocean undertaken by the state and other
societal power sources in modern Taiwan between 1949 and
2016. Succinctly revealing how Taiwanese society has influenced
the social construction of the ocean, this book will appeal to
scholars and students interested in Taiwanese politics and
history, political geography and Asian politics.

Series: Routledge Advances in South Asian Studies
This book provides a pioneering study of the historical interaction between the city and
the natural environment from the colonial to the contemporary era in South Asia. An
important contribution to the field, this book studies the contemporary environmental
issues arising from rapid South Asian urbanization. It will be of interest to researchers in
the field of South Asian Studies, world history and environmental history.

Routledge
Market: Asian History, South Asia, Environmental History
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-29295-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-30094-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032292953

Routledge
Market: Political Georgraphy, Asian Politics, Taiwan
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-27098-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-29134-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032270982

2nd Edition 
The State in Medieval Kashmir

Rattan Lal Hangloo
This book provides a lucid, informative and comprehensive
account of political processes and their varied foundations in
medieval Kashmir. It examines some of the principal ways
through which the region’s social and religious life interacted
with the then, current political formations to produce peculiar
structures of power and domination. The book also analyses in
detail problems that the medieval state faced in Kashmir, while
evolving its ideological apparatus and legitimational tools.

Please note: T&F does not sell or distribute the Hardback in South
Asia.

Routledge
Market: History
June 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 202pp
Hb: 978-1-032-29214-4: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-30039-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032292144
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Tribes of Western India
A Comparative Study of Their Social Structure

Dhananjay Kumar and Lancy Lobo, Centre for Culture and
Development, Vadodara
This volume presents an in-depth empirical study of the social
structure of five Scheduled Tribes (STs) in Gujarat, Western India,
viz., Gamit, Vasava, Chaudhari, Kukana, and Warli. It analyses their
internal social organization consisting of institutions of
household, family, lineage, clan, kinship rules and marriage
networks. This key volume on tribes in India will be of great
interest to students and researchers of anthropology, sociology,
demography, history, tribal studies, social work, public policy,
and law. It will also be of interest to professionals working with
NGOs and civil society, programme and policy formulating
authorities, and bureaucrats.

Routledge India
Market: ANTHROPOLOGY/SOCIOLOGY/TRIBES
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 278pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19954-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-29979-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032199542
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City Life in AfricaAfrican Identities and International Politics
Anthropological InsightsFrank Aragbonfoh Abumere

Series: Routledge Contemporary Africa
Using the lenses of realism, liberalism, the English School and
constructivism, this book explains how the divisions and
differences in African identities affect African international
politics. It analyses how geographical, racial, ethnic, linguistic,
religious and power differences shape continental and
intercontinental relations in Africa through the creation of
identities and values which militate against intra-continental or
regional relations. The author assesses inclusionary and
exclusionary, rational and irrational relationships, interactions
and non-interactions which occur between geographical,
linguistic, racial and religious entities in Africa. 

Katja Werthmann
This book introduces readers to the anthropology of urban life
in Africa, showing what ethnography can teach us about African
city dwellers’ own notions, practices and reflections. It provides
a critical acclaim of ethnographies in English, French and German
and elucidates anthropology’s contribution to understanding
city life in Africa. It highlights the significance of female, African
and Diaspora scholars for an emerging urban anthropology of
Africa. The chapters are organized according to everyday
activities of city dwellers: moving, connecting, governing,
working, dwelling and wayfinding.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: African Studies, International Relations Market: African Studies, Anthropology, Urban Studies
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 192pp July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 230pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01001-4: £120.00 Hb: 978-0-367-69924-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17673-2 Pb: 978-0-367-61613-7: £34.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032010014 eBook: 978-1-003-14385-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367699246
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Contemporary Governance Challenges in the Horn
of Africa

Anti-Colonial Resistance in South Africa and
Israel/Palestine

Edited by Charles Manga Fombad, Assefa Fiseha and Nico
Steytler, University of the Western Cape, South Africa
Series: African Governance
This book argues that a leading cause of the political instability
in the Horn of Africa is a crisis of governance, caused by extreme
centralization of power, weak institutions, and the failure to
institutionalise the responsible use of authority. It examines how
many of the governance problems in the region can be
addressed through institutional design. The book argues that
an inclusive system of governance through federalism,
devolution and inclusive political institutions as well as ensuring
the institutionalization of power through strengthening the rule
of law has the potential to make governments more accountable,

inclusive and able to deliver critical services.

Identity, Nationalism, and Race
Ran Greenstein, University of the Witwatersrand, South
Africa
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Africa
This book provides a comparative historical study of the rise and
evolution of anti-colonial movements in South Africa and
Israel/Palestine. It focuses on the ways in which major political
movements and activists conceptualized their positions vis-a-vis
historical processes of colonial settlement and indigenous
resistance over the last century. Drawing on a range of primary
sources, the author engages with theoretical debates involving
key actors operating in their own time and space. The book
illustrates patterns of political and ideological contestations and
focuses on the relevance of debates about race and class, state

and power, ethnicity and nationalism. Routledge
Market: Africa / Politics / Development

Routledge September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 312pp
Market: History, Politics Hb: 978-1-032-20792-6: £120.00
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 244pp eBook: 978-1-003-26530-6
Hb: 978-0-367-03041-4: £120.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032207926
eBook: 978-0-429-02005-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367030414
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Critical Perspectives on Abdulrazak GurnahAutobiography, Memory and Nationhood in

Anglophone Africa Edited by Tina Steiner, Stellenbosch University, South Africa
and Maria Olaussen, University of Gothenburg, Sweden
This edited volume provides a wide-ranging introduction to the
novelistic oeuvre of the prize-winning author Abdulrazak Gurnah.
It addresses a gap in Gurnah scholarship by including chapters
which discuss his earlier works that have not received the
scholarly attention they deserve.

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special
issue of English Studies in Africa

Routledge

David Ekanem Udoinwang and James Tar Tsaaior
Series: Routledge Studies in African Literature
This book provides an important critical analysis of the
autobiographies of nine major leaders of national liberation
movements in Africa. By examining their self-narratives, we can
better understand how decolonisation unfolded and how
activist-politicians sought to immortalise their roles for posterity.
The book uncovers the social and cultural forces which
galvanized the anti-colonial resistance movement in African
societies. In particular, the book explores the disdain for foreign
domination, economic exploitation and cultural imperialism.

Routledge
Market: Literary Criticism / African Literature
July 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 184pp
Hb: 978-1-032-25839-3: £120.00Market: Africa / Literature / Politics
eBook: 978-1-003-28525-0August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 232pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032258393Hb: 978-1-032-27521-5: £120.00

eBook: 978-1-003-29314-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032275215
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Feminist African Philosophy
Women and the Politics of Difference

Debating African Issues
Conversations Under the Palaver Tree

Abosede Priscilla Ipadeola
Series: Routledge Studies in African Philosophy
The book argues that women's perspectives and gender issues
must be mainstreamed across African philosophy in order for
the discipline to truly represent the thoughts of Africans across
the continent. Key concepts such as Ujamaa, Negritude, Ubuntu,
Consciencism, and African Socialism are explored as they relate
to African women's lives or as models of inclusion or exclusion
from politics. In addition to offering a feminist critique of African
philosophy, the book also discusses topics that have been
consistently overlooked in African philosophy. These topics
include sex, sexuality, rape, motherhood, prostitution, and the
low participation of women in politics.

Edited by William G. Moseley, Macalester College, USA and
Kefa M. Otiso, Bowling Green University, USA
This debate style textbook allows students to explore diverse,
well-founded views on controversial African issues, pushing
them to go beyond superficial interpretations and complicate
and ground their understanding of the continent. This collection
covers 20 enduring and contemporary debates across a broad
range of subjects affecting Africa, from development and health
to agriculture, climate change, and urbanization. Each issue has
a pro and con view penned by a leading expert on the topic in
an accessible and engaging style. It is an excellent resource for
Africa related courses across a range disciplinary and
interdisciplinary fields.

Routledge Routledge
Market: African Studies Market: Africa / Philosophy
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 312pp August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-20154-8: £120.00 Hb: 978-1-032-13130-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-20149-4: £32.99 eBook: 978-1-003-22780-9
eBook: 978-0-429-25978-4 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032131306
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367201548
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Gendered Spaces, Religion and Migration in
Zimbabwe

Digital Dissidence and Social Media Censorship in
Africa

Implications for Economic DevelopmentEdited by Farooq A. Kperogi
Series: Routledge African Media, Culture and Communication
Studies
This book reflects on the rapid rise of social media across the
African continent, and the legal and extra-legal efforts
governments have invented to try to contain it. Drawing on
cases from across the continent, contributors explore the form
and nature of social media and government censorship, whether
via anti-social media laws, or less overt tactics such as state
cybersurveillance, spyware attacks on social media activists or
the artful deployment of the rhetoric of "fake news" as a
smokescreen to muzzle critical voices. The book also reflects on
the Chinese influence in African governments’ clampdown on

social media and the role of Israeli NSO Group Technologies.

Edited by Ezra Chitando, University of Zimbabwe, Sophia
Chirongoma and Molly Manyonganise
Series: Routledge Studies on Gender and Sexuality in Africa
This book explores the intersections of gender, religion and
migration within the context of post-independent Zimbabwe,
with a specific focus on how gender disparities impact economic
development. By demonstrating how these interconnections
impact women’s and girls’ lived realities, the book addresses the
need for gender equity, gender inclusion and gender
mainstreaming in both religious and societal institutions. The
book assesses the gender and migration nexus in Zimbabwe
and examines the impact of religio-cultural ideologies on the
status of women.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Africa / Media / Politics Market: African Studies / Gender
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-032-23226-3: £120.00 Hb: 978-1-032-32982-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27632-6 eBook: 978-1-003-31760-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032232263 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032329826
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Generation, Gender and Negotiating Custom in
South Africa

Feminism and Modernity in Anglophone African
Women’s Writing

Edited by Elena Moore, University of Cape Town, South
Africa
Series: Routledge Contemporary South Africa
This book investigates how customary practices in South Africa
have led to negotiation and contestation over human rights,
gender, and generational power. Drawing on original empirical
studies, it provides important new insights into the realities of
regulating personal relationships in complex social fields in
which customary practices are negotiated. The book not only
adds to a fuller understanding of how customary practices are
experienced in contemporary South Africa, but it also contributes
to a large discussion about the experiences, impact and ongoing
negotiation around changing structures of gender and

generational power and rights in contemporary South Africa.

A 21st-Century Global Context
Dobrota Pucherová
Series: Routledge African Diaspora Literary and Cultural Studies
This book re-reads the last sixty years of Anglophone African
women’s writing from a transnational and trans-historical
feminist perspective, rather than postcolonial, from which these
texts have been traditionally interpreted. Such a comparative
frame throws into relief patterns across time and space that
make it possible to situate this writing as an integral part of
women’s literary history. The book will be of interest to students
and researchers of African literature, but also feminist literary
scholars and comparatists more generally.

Routledge
RoutledgeMarket: African Literature / Women
Market: African Studies, SociologyJuly 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 272pp
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 206ppHb: 978-1-032-18727-3: £120.00
Hb: 978-0-367-70652-4: £120.00eBook: 978-1-003-25593-2
eBook: 978-1-003-14739-8* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032187273
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367706524
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Living through Crisis by Lake ChadGirls Negotiating Porn in South Africa
Violence, Labor and ResourcesPower, Play and Sexuality

Alessio Iocchi
Series: Routledge Studies in Peace, Conflict and Security in Africa
This book investigates the ways in which people in the Lake
Chad region that divides Nigeria, Niger, Chad, and Cameroon
deal with the crises of violence, jihadism, drought, and climate
change that continue to afflict the area. Building up a picture of
individual and community experiences of crisis, the book
gradually demonstrates the complex interactions between
economic circuits, political orders, socio-religious processes, and
labour practices which operate in the region. It will be of interest
to researchers across African studies, security studies, political
science, and border studies.

Deevia Bhana, University of Kwazulu-Natal, South Africa
Series: Routledge Studies on Gender and Sexuality in Africa
The book investigates how teenage girls in South Africa
encounter and consume pornography, situating their
experiences within wider sociocultural and affective relations of
power. It focuses on South African teenage girls’ online playful
and pleasurable pursuits as they explore and expand upon their
sexual curiosities.

Routledge Routledge
Market: African Studies / Gender Studies / Youth Studies Market: Africa / Security
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 206pp July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02889-7: £120.00 Hb: 978-1-032-15529-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-18567-3 eBook: 978-1-003-24453-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032028897 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032155296
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Media Ownership in Africa in the Digital AgeGovernance and Inclusive Growth in the Africa Great

Lakes Region Challenges, Continuity and Change
Edited by Winston Mano, University of Westminster, UK and Loubna El Mkaouar,
University of Westminster, UK

Progress, Problems, and Prospects
Paul Mulindwa
Series: African Governance
This book provides a comprehensive analysis of the development
and governance nexus in Africa’s Great Lakes region. Drawing
on empirical cases and examples from Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda,
South Sudan, and Uganda, the book analyses each of the major
governance and development issues in Great Lakes region of
Africa, including region building and integration, social
protection, inter-state relations, democracy and participation,
and sustainability. This book will be an important read for
students and scholars across the fields of international relations,
political studies, sustainable development, sociology, public
policy and management and public administration.

Series: Routledge Contemporary Africa
The book delves into the urgent topic of media ownership in Africa. It starts from a
much-needed historical perspective then covers contemporary digital developments and
the Chinese strategic involvement in the continent.Offering a significant representation
of the diversity of existing media systems, the book goes beyond the postcolonial
geographical divisions of North and South Africa to highlight common patterns and
significant similarities and differences between the diverse African countries. The
contributors to the volume expose media patterns that are shifting, battling, resurging,
evolving but most importantly affecting development and democracy in a complex way.

Routledge
Market: African Studies, Media
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48207-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11192-4Routledge
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367482077Market: Africa / Politics / Sustainable Development

June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 194pp
Hb: 978-1-032-18825-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25644-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032188256
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Policing and the Rule of Law in Sub-Saharan AfricaKimmerle’s Intercultural Philosophy and Beyond
Edited by Oluwagbenga Michael Akinlabi, University of New England, AustraliaThe Ongoing Quest for Epistemic Justice
Series: Routledge Contemporary AfricaRenate Schepen

Series: Routledge Studies in African Philosophy
This book offers a concise overview of the development of
intercultural philosophy since the early 1990s, focusing on one
of its key pioneers Heinz Kimmerle (1930-2016). The author goes
beyond Kimmerle and demonstrates how Kimmerle’s approach
can be further enhanced by using an intersectional approach
and by engaging in dialogue with female philosophers and
artists. This new study, which also introduces unpublished and
untranslated texts from Kimmerle's work in German and Dutch,
will be of considerable interest to researchers of continental
philosophy, intercultural and African philosophy, political
philosophy, decolonial and feminist studies.

This book argues that strengthening policing, and the rule of law is pivotal to promoting
human rights, equity, access to justice and accountability in sub-Saharan Africa. Through
a multidisciplinary approach, this book considers the principles of accountability, just laws,
open government, and accessible and impartial dispute resolution, in relation to key
institutions that deliver and promote the rule of law in selected countries in sub-Saharan
Africa. Chapters examine a range of topics including police abuse of power and the use of
force, police-citizen relations, judicial corruption, human rights abuse, brutality in the hands
of armed forces, and combating arms proliferation.

Routledge
Market: African Studies, Security, Law
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69385-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14839-5

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367693855
Market: Philosophy / Africa / Epistemology
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 280pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22126-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-27124-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032221267
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Rethinking Khoe and San Indigeneity, Language
and Culture in Southern Africa

Political Settlements and Agricultural
Transformation in Africa

Edited by Julie Grant, University of Johannesburg, South Africa and Keyan G.
Tomaselli, University of Johannesburg, South Africa

Evidence for Inclusive Growth
Edited by Martin Atela, Partnership for African Social and
Governance Research (PASGR), Kenya and Abdul Raufu
Mustapha
Series: Routledge Studies on the Political Economy of Africa
This book explores the ways in which political settlements can
contribute to positive changes in Africa’s agricultural and
manufacturing sectors. Focusing on case studies in Kenya, Nigeria
and Ethiopia, this book takes an interdisciplinary approach that
combines econometric modelling research, life histories, policy
approaches methods, and political economy theory to reframe
the field with new questions. This volume will be of interest to
policy actors and development practitioners wishing to support
inclusive growth in Africa, as well as to scholars of African politics

and economics, public policy and development.

This book brings together studies from a range of disciplines to examine what it means to
be Indigenous Khoe and San in contemporary southern Africa. It considers the current
constraints on Khoe and San identity, language and culture, constantly negotiating an
indeterminate social positioning where they are treated as the inconvenient indigenous. 

The chapters in this book were originally published in the journal Critical Arts: South-North
Cultural and Media Studies

Routledge
Market: African Studies
September 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 340pp
Hb: 978-1-032-32920-8: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-31735-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032329208

Routledge
Market: African Studies, Political Economy
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-367-67334-5: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14794-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367673345
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The (In)Visibility of Women and MiningQuality Assessment and Enhancement in Higher

Education in Africa The Gendering of Artisanal and Small-Scale Mining in Sub-Saharan
AfricaEdited by Peter Neema-Abooki, Makerere University,

Uganda
Series: Routledge Contemporary Africa
This book explores quality assessment and enhancement in
higher education in Africa to illustrate the need to develop
quality practices in measuring effective education and
continually search for permanent improvement. Illustrating why
quality assessment and enhancement should be embraced in
all aspects including inputs, processes, outputs and outcomes
in educational settings globally, this book will be of interest to
policymakers and scholars in the fields of Higher Education,
Quality and Global Studies, African Education, African Studies
and Management and Administration, Leadership and

Professional Development Studies.

Edited by Blair Rutherford, Carleton University and Doris Buss, Carleton University
The chapters in this book provide in-depth insight into the gender norms and contexts in
which women work in the expanding informal mining sector in sub-Saharan Africa. The
authors come from different disciplinary traditions—anthropology, economics, political
science, mining engineering, law—but all place questions of gendered power front and
centre in their analyses of sociocultural, institutional, economic and political relationships,
practices and arrangements within which women navigate their mining livelihoods. 

The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the Canadian Journal
of African Studies

Routledge
Market: African Studies / Gender
September 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 212pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15704-7: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-24541-4

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032157047
Market: African Studies / Education
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-032-30814-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-30682-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032308142
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The Belgian Congo as a Developmental StateRené and Postcolonial Seychelles
Revisiting ColonialismAn African Chameleon in the Indian Ocean

Emizet François Kisangani
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Africa
This book challenges assumptions that poor post-colonial
economic performance is always a direct product of colonialism
by reconsidering the Belgian Congo (1908-1959) as a
developmental state. It demonstrates that despite the colonial
system’s economic exploitation and extraction, brutality,
excessive taxation, and inequities, the Belgian Congo achieved
successes in developing the economy in a short period of time.
Considering state capacity and state autonomy as key features
of a developmental state, the book demonstrates that colonial
state managers in the Belgian Congo were able to supply these
public goods that sustained economic growth for decades.

Ashton Robinson, University of Melbourne, Australia
Series: African Studies
Robinson details the life and times of France-Albert René
(1935-2019), the second post-independence leader of Seychelles
who oversaw the nation’s transition to democracy after over a
decade of his brutal dictatorship.

Routledge
Market: African Studies Routledge
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 248pp Market: Africa / Development / History
Hb: 978-1-032-26683-1: £120.00 August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 288pp
eBook: 978-1-003-28942-5 Hb: 978-1-032-25430-2: £120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032266831 eBook: 978-1-003-28313-3

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032254302
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The Diaspora of the Comoros in France
Ethnicised Biopolitics and Communitarisation

Katharina Fritsch, University of Vienna, Austria
Series: Routledge African Studies
Based on an ethnographic study of mobilisations of the
Comorian diaspora in Marseille during political and cultural
events, the book examines communitarisation in relation to
three thematic areas: spaces, cultural markets and local politics.
Drawing on Foucault’s concept of the dispositif, the author
analyses mobilisations of postcolonial diaspora as part of a
dispositif of communitarisation, that is, a set of discourses,
practices, institutions and subjectivations of diasporic
community. The book will be of interest to scholars in the fields
of critical diaspora studies, critical ethnography, discourse and
dispositif analysis, postcolonial politics, and the African Diaspora.

Routledge
Market: African Studies, Politics
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 236pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62794-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-11166-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367627942
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The Future of Zimbabwe’s Agrarian Sector
Land Issues in a Time of Political Transition

Edited by Grasian Mkodzongi, Tropical Africa-Land and
Natural Resources Research Institute, Zimbabwe
Series: Routledge Studies on the Political Economy of Africa
This volume reflects on the recent political developments in
Zimbabwe and their current and future impact on the agrarian
sector. Drawing on new empirical data gathered across
Zimbabwe, the contributors shed light on the liberalisation of
agricultural policy following Robert Mugabe’s departure in 2017.
Chapters examine how the adoption of neoliberal orthodoxy in
agrarian policy making will affect the new agrarian structure.
Providing a new way of conceptualising Zimbabwe’s agrarian
futures, this book will be of interest to researchers, NGOs and
policymakers interested in the politics of land and agriculture

in Zimbabwe and southern Africa.

Routledge
Market: African Studies
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 254pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74501-1: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-15819-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367745011
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Youth Unemployment Scenarios
South Africa in 2040

Maximilian Matschke
Series: Routledge Contemporary South Africa
This book examines the factors driving youth unemployment
in South Africa, exploring potential future outcomes of its mass
unemployment, and offering a variety of strategies to avoid an
impending crisis in the country. Utilizing scenario analysis rooted
in complex systems theory while building on statistical and field
research, the author illustrates four possible future states of youth
employment in South Africa in the year 2040. This book will be
of interest to scholars of South African politics and economics,
labor economics and youth studies, and readers with an interest
in tackling youth unemployment independent of the country.

Routledge
Market: African Studies, Economics
July 2022: 5.5 x 8.5: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02962-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-003-18605-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032029627
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Bildungsroman and the Arab NovelAltered States
Egyptian IntersectionsThe Remaking of the Political in the Arab World
Maria Elena PaniconiEdited by Sune Haugbolle, Roskilde University, Denmark

and Mark LeVine
Series: Routledge Studies in Middle Eastern Democratization
and Government
Building on Timothy Mitchell's seminal 1991 exploration of the
"Limits of the State," this book brings together contributions on
the state in the Arab world from the past and present in an
edited volume.

The rapid pace of change in the Arab world has necessitated
constant modification of themes and theoretical lens of analysis.
This book will, therefore, be of interest to practitioners, graduate
students and academics of the Arab world, statehood, and

Series: Routledge Advances in Middle East and Islamic Studies
Through a close-reading of a corpus of novels featuring young protagonists in their path
toward adulthood, the book shows how Bildungsroman impacted the formation of the
Egyptian narrative. On a larger scale, the book helps the reader to understand the key role
played by the coming of age novel in the definition and perception of modern Arab
subjectivity.

The book is a journey in the Twentieth Century Egyptian Novel, seen through the lens of
the transnational form of Bildungsroman. It is a key resource to students and academics
interested in Arabic literature, comparative literature and cultural studies.

Routledge
Market: Middle East Studies / Literature / Literary Criticism
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-138-56210-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-203-71007-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138562103
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Early Israel
Cultic Praxis, God, and the Sôd Hypothesis
Alex Shalom Kohav
Series: Routledge Jewish Studies Series
Early Israeloffers the most sweeping reinterpretation of the Pentateuch since the
nineteenth-century Documentary Hypothesis. Engaging a dozen-plus modern academic
disciplines, this volume effectively launches a new research area: Pentateuchal esoteric
mysticism, akin to a "center" or "organizing principle" discussed in biblical theology. The
recovered priestly system is discordant vis-à-vis the much-later rabbinical project. This
volume appeals to a diverse academic community, from Biblical and Jewish studies to
literary studies, religious studies, anthropology, and consciousness studies.

Routledge
November 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 440pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69935-2: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14393-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367699352
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Egyptian Foreign Relations Under al-Sisi
External Alignments Since 2013

political science.

Routledge
August 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13409-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-22909-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032134093
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America's Arab Nationalists
From the Ottoman Revolution to the Rise of Hitler
Aaron Berman, Hampshire College , USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Middle Eastern History
America’s Arab Nationalists focuses in on the relationship between Arab nationalists and 
Americans in the struggle for independence in an era when idealistic Americans could see 
the Arab nationalist struggle as an expression of their own values. The role Americans 
played in the development of Arab nationalism has been largely unexplored by historians, 
making this an important and original contribution to scholarship. This volume is of great 
interest to students and academics in the field, though the narrative style is accessible to 
anoyone interested in Arab nationalism, the conflict between Zionists and Palestinians, 
and the United States’ relationship with the Arab world.

Routledge
November 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21531-0: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26884-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032215310

An Introduction to Arabic Translation
Translator Training and Translation Practice

Christian Achrainer
Series: Routledge Studies in Middle Eastern Politics
Considering both changes and continuities, this book examines
how, why, and along which lines Egypt’s external alignments
under the al-Sisi regime emerged and developed.

This book will be of high interest to researchers and students
working on Egyptian foreign relations, on relations between
states, and on regional dynamics in the West Asia and North
Africa (WANA) region. It is also valuable for practitioners, because
it helps to understand an issue of high relevance for foreign
policy making.

Routledge

Hussein Abdul-Raof
Combining theory and practice, this book is a model for Arabic
translation and prepares students for the translation industry.

Providing a methodologically comprehensive course of
Arabic-English-Arabic translation studies, and insightful
discussion of high value for both students and teachers, this
book will be invaluable to anyone seeking to learn or improve
their Arabic and translation skills.

Routledge
Market: Foreign Language Study / Arabic / Middle East
September 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21546-4: £120.00

Market: Politics / International Relations / Egypt
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21341-5: £120.00Pb: 978-1-032-21555-6: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-26792-8eBook: 978-1-003-26895-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032213415* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032215464
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Islam and the State in Ibn TaymiyyaFemale Youth in Contemporary Egypt
Translation and AnalysisPost-Islamism and a New Politics of Visibility

Jaan S. Islam, University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom and
Adem Eryiğit, Igdir University, Turkey
Series: Culture and Civilization in the Middle East
This volume offers a unique approach to the study of Ibn
Taymiyya, by offering an English translation of his fundamental
political work, The Office of Islamic Government, and shorter
collections from The Collected Fatwas and  The Prophetic Way
Against the Theology of the Shiites and Qadarites. The volume not
only sheds light on fundamental primary source works, but also
offers a theoretical analysis of Ibn Taymiyya’s thought and how
his legal viewpoint can be reconciled with current trends in
Islamic political thought. It will appeal to academics in the fields
of political science and religious studies, particularly within the

field of Islamic history.

Dina Hosni, The American University in Cairo, Egypt
Series: Routledge Studies in Middle Eastern Society
Based on interview material, observations and content analysis,
this book captures the everyday life structures of a cohort of
Muslim/ex-Islamist female youth in Egypt who have joined or
established new networks that share the common interest of
doing ‘good’ to the society based on their religious worldviews,
representing a broader societal movement. Female Youth in
Contemporary Egypt posits that despite the fact that the 2011
Egyptian uprisings did not necessarily materialize with the
political effects anticipated by some of its activists, it seems to
have led to the formation of a new generation of active youth
with a distinct worldview.

Routledge
RoutledgeMarket: Political Science / Women's Studies / Middle Eastern
Market: Religion / Islam / TheologyJuly 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 240pp
July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 290ppHb: 978-1-032-13168-9: £120.00
Hb: 978-1-032-13183-2: £120.00eBook: 978-1-003-22796-0
eBook: 978-1-003-22803-5* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032131689
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032131832
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Islamophobia and the WestHezbollah
The Making of a Violent CivilizationA Regional Armed Non-State Actor
Imbesat DaudiHadi Wahab

Series: Routledge Studies in Middle Eastern Politics
This book examines Hezbollah’s transition from a domestic into
a regional armed non-state actor (ANSA). Taking its point of
departure in Hezbollah’s historiography on the military and
political levels in Lebanon, it focuses on the participation of
Hezbollah’s troops in Syria’s sect-coded civil war. Meticulously
researched, Hezbollah is a comprehensive study ideal for
upper-level undergraduates and above with an interest in Middle
East studies, Middle East politics and international relations.

Routledge

This book provides an interesting dialogue between the Islam and the West regarding the
rise of Islamophobia since 9/11. It looks at some crucial themes like stereotyping and its
consequences; notion of civilization and violence; the birth of hate politics; packaging hate
in a marketable format; demonization of victims; role of American media; and perpetual
wars to understand how hate spreads.
Routledge India
Market: politics / media studies
September 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-032-31973-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-34630-4: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-003-32310-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032319735

Market: Middle East and Islamic Studies
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 218pp
Hb: 978-1-032-21527-3: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-26882-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032215273
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Israel’s Knesset MembersIranian Immigration to Israel
A Comparative Study of an Undefined JobHistory and Voices, in the Shadow of Kings

Susan Hattis Rolef
Series: Routledge Studies in Middle Eastern Politics
Taking Members of the Israeli Knesset, MKs, as a case study, this
book offers a comparative analysis of the role of Members of
Parliament (MPs) in democracies around the world. Based on
the author’s experience of working for the Knesset, this book
questions the lack of a comprehensive job description not only
for MKs, but also for similar roles in parliamentary democracies
globally - It argues that the role ought to be defined considering
its impact on a democracy’s functioning. The book will prove
useful for scholars of Israeli governance and legislation and to
scholars of parliamentarism and comparative legislative politics
in general.

Ali L. Ezzatyar
Series: Routledge Studies in Middle Eastern Society
Exploring the fascinating history behind Iranian-Jewish
immigration to Israel, this book offers a rare and untold history
of one of Israel’s Middle Eastern Jewish populations.

A natural addition to any collection on Jewish or Israeli history,
and essential reading for a full understanding of Iran-Israel
relations, students of Israeli nation-building and affairs, as well
as Iranian history, demographics, and politics will find this book
invaluable.

Routledge
Market: History / Middle East / Jewish Studies Routledge
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 250pp Market: Political Science / Government / Middle East
Hb: 978-1-032-21344-6: £120.00 July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 376pp
eBook: 978-1-003-26793-5 Hb: 978-1-032-04679-2: £120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032213446 eBook: 978-1-003-19424-8

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032046792
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Non Sola Scriptura
Essays on the Qur’an and Islam in Honour of William A. Graham

2nd Edition 
Middle East Politics and International Relations
Crisis Zone

Edited by Bruce Fudge, Université de Genève, Switzerland,
Kambiz GhaneaBassiri, Reed College, USA, Christian Lange,
Universiteit van Utrecht, The Netherlands and Sarah Bowen
Savant, Aga Khan University, Pakistan
Series: Routledge Studies in the Qur'an
William A. Graham is an influential and pioneering scholar of
Islamic Studies at Harvard University. This volume brings together
seventeen contributions to the study of the Qur’an and Islam,
all influenced by his work.

This book will be of interest to readers of Islamic Studies, Qur’anic
Studies, Islamic history, Religious Studies, scripture, exegesis,
and history of the book. Given Graham’s role at the Harvard

Shahram Akbarzadeh, Deakin University, Australia
New developments require new thinking for students of the
contemporary Middle East. This second edition of the
ground-breaking textbook Middle East Politics and International
Relations provides a comprehensive overview of contemporary
Middle East politics. The book traces the roots of recent events
across the region’s modern history, enabling readers to
appreciate both the significance of such events, as well as the
importance of history in influencing their outcomes. The book
provides a valuable teaching tool, both in its content and
structure. Students will gain a deeper understanding of a
changed Middle East and the evolving role of states and
non-state actors in the region.

Divinity School, and the discussions of how he has shaped the study of religion, the volume
should be of interest to readership across the study of religion as a whole.

Routledge
Market: Religion / Islam / History
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16928-6: £120.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25222-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032169286
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Poetry and Revolution
The Poets and Poetry of the Constitutional Era of Iran

Routledge
Market: Middle East Politics; International Relations
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 368pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05256-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05257-1: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-003-19677-8
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-05627-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032052564
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Miskawayh's Tahdib al-Ahlāq
Happiness, Justice and Friendship

Edited by Homa Katouzian, University of Oxford, UK and
Alireza Korangy
Series: Iranian Studies
Compiled by experts on the works of each individual poet, this
book covers the poetry and poets of the Constitutional
Revolution of Iran.

This volume will be of interest to historians of the Constitutional
Revolution and Iranian poetry, as well as to students and scholars
of comparative revolutions. It is suitable for both undergraduate
and graduate courses on Iranian history, Middle Eastern history,
and comparative studies of literature and revolution.

Routledge

Ufuk Topkara
Series: Routledge Studies in Islamic Philosophy
This book engages with the work of Miskawayh, a formative
Islamic Philosopher in the 11

th
 century, who is acknowledged

as the founder of Islamic Moral Philosophy. Providing clear
insight into Miskawayh’s work, this book is ideal for students and
scholars of Islamic Philosophy and Muslim Theology.

Routledge
Market: Middle East Studies Market: Middle East Literature / Poetry / Iran
June 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 266pp July 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 220pp
Hb: 978-1-138-58044-2: £120.00 Hb: 978-1-032-15263-9: £120.00
eBook: 978-0-429-50732-8 eBook: 978-1-003-24333-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138580442 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032152639
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Routledge Companion to the Israeli-Palestinian
Conflict

Narratives of Arab Secularism
Politics, Feminism and Religion
Youssef M. Choueiri Edited by Asaf Siniver

This book explores the Israeli-Palestinian conflict from its
inception to the present day, demonstrating the depth and
breadth of the many facets of the conflict, from the historical,
political and diplomatic to the social, economic and pedagogical
aspects. The contributions also engage with notions of
objectivity and bias and the difficulties this causes when studying
the conflict, in order to reflect the diversity of views and often
contentious discussion surrounding this conflict. Providing a
comprehensive approach to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, this
book is designed for academics, researchers, and students
interested in the key issues and contemporary themes of the

conflict.

Series: Routledge Studies in Middle Eastern Democratization and Government
This book offers a new interpretation of the rich narratives of Arab secularism contending
that secularism as a set of ideas and a social movement is destined to loom large on the
political and legal horizon of most Arab states. Youssef M. Choueiri provides a study of
three moments in the development of secularism in the Arab World, the Machiavellian,
the Alfierian and the Gramscian. The book tackles the complexity and contemporary
ramifications of the subject in a way that no previous single study has been able to. It will
be relevant to both students and academics dealing with topics related to the Middle East
including religion, politics, anthropology, and history.

Routledge
Market: Middle East / Politics / Religion
October 2022: 6.14 x 9.21: 296pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74528-8: £120.00 Routledge
Pb: 978-0-367-74531-8: £34.99 Market: Middle East Studies
eBook: 978-1-003-15835-6 July 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 602pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367745288 Hb: 978-0-367-13594-2: £190.00

eBook: 978-0-429-02737-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367135942
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Routledge Handbook on the Sciences in Islamicate
Societies

Routledge Handbook of Islamic Ritual and Practice
Edited by Oliver Leaman
This handbook provides a sound critical basis to the study of
ritual and practice in Islam. It is aimed at students and researchers
working in Islamic Studies specifically, and religious studies in
general. Readers will find here a comprehensive and up to date
survey of the area, whereas right now the sources of such
information are often scattered and difficult to access. The detail
in the handbook avoids the oversimplification of regarding ritual
and practice as fixed by religion and brings out the diversity of
interpretations and customs.

Routledge

Practices from the 2nd/8th to the 13th/19th Centuries
Edited by Sonja Brentjes
This book provides a comprehensive survey on science in the Islamic world from the 8

th
 to

the 19
th

 century. It includes contributions on the scholarly practices of teaching,
investigating, observing, healing, creating and inventing, writing, reading, arguing, and
debating as carried out in the mathematical sciences, medicine, natural philosophy and
logic, geography and mapmaking.

Routledge
Market: Islamic Studies
September 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 952pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04759-4: £190.00

Market: Islam / Religion eBook: 978-1-315-17071-8
June 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 554pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138047594
Hb: 978-0-367-49123-9: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04465-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491239
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Routledge Handbook on Women in the Middle EastRoutledge Handbook on Contemporary Israel
Edited by Suad Joseph, University of California and Zeina ZaatariEdited by Guy Ben-Porat, Yariv Feniger, Dani Filc,

Ben-Gurion University, Israel, Paula Kabalo and Julia Mirsky
This handbook provides a comprehensive overview of
contemporary Israel, accounting for changes, developments
and contemporary debates. The different chapters offer both a
historical background and an updated analysis of politics,
economy, society and culture. Across five sections, a
multi-disciplinary group of experts, including sociologists,
political scientists, historians and social scientists, engage in a
variety of topics through different perspectives and insights. The
Routledge Handbook on Contemporary Israel is designed for
academics along with undergraduate and postgraduate students

taking courses on Israel, Israeli politics, and culture and society in modern Israel.

The Routledge Handbook of Women in the Middle East provides an overview of the key
historical, social, economic, political, religious, and cultural issues which have shaped the
conditions and status of women in the region. A unique overview of cutting-edge research
in the key arenas of pre-Islamic to post-colonial histories, this handbook will pivot the way
future generations of scholars engage with and add to the vast repository of socio-political
studies of the Middle East. It will thus be of interest to researchers in gender studies, women’s
studies, pre-Islamic and post-Colonial studies, feminist studies, and socio-political &
socio-economic studies.
Routledge
Market: Middle East Studies
November 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 720pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05660-2: £165.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16521-9

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138056602
Market: History / Middle East / Israel
July 2022: 6.85 x 9.69: 546pp
Hb: 978-0-367-23652-6: £190.00
eBook: 978-0-429-28101-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367236526
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Sufism in Eighteenth-Century IndiaRoutledge Handbook on Middle Eastern Diasporas

Edited by Dalia Abdelhady and Ramy Aly
Bringing together different strands of research on Middle Eastern
Diasporas, this handbook sheds light on diverse approaches to
investigating diaspora groups in different national contexts.

Offering a rich compilation of case studies, this handbook will
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